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editor’s preface

By Meredith O’Harris, Editor-in-Chief
At our recent #Law4ThePeople National Convention, NLG President Elena
Cohen pointedly noted that our country is facing dual pandemics: COVID-19 and
state-sanctioned racism and violence against minorities. Keynote speaker KeeangaYamahtta Taylor expounded on these social disasters: “We are living in a period
of unpatrolled crisis in the United States. A glance at any source of news on any
given day makes that plain. Indeed, language fails to capture the social unravelling, the stark revelations, the cruelty of the naked class power that is being flexed
at the expense of the lives of ordinary people that feel as if they are precariously
hanging in the balance.” As members of the Guild, we all feel an urgent need for
immediate change.
Demonstrating ways to confront these problems, this issue of the NLG Review
presents two concrete examples of legislative reforms that have had an immediate,
positive impact on working class and minority communities, while simultaneously
reducing the effects of government classism, oppression, and naked violence. While
the specific endeavors presented in this issue may appear small in our grand pursuit
of transformational justice, they are significant steps forward and worth celebrating
in such unprecedented times of struggle.
In Starving the Beast: Practical Abolition in Atlanta, Che Jonson-Long offers
a unique insight into the years-long prison abolition and police divestment movement in Atlanta. Johnson-Long explores, in wonderful detail, how community
organizers representing numerous stakeholders bridged important gaps between
abolition in theory and abolition in practice, in order to institute a myriad of community investment and carceral divestment measures in the city. This movement
demonstrates how abolitionist reforms can be more than just goals in themselves,
but steps towards the greater, ultimate goal of true abolition. And Atlanta’s important achievements in these areas also offers us a path to create similar changes
in our own cities, while taking advantage of, and building on, the current national
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Che Johnson-Long
STARVING THE BEAST:
PRACTICAL ABOLITION IN ATLANTA
For Oscar Cain.

Introduction
“Slavery has been fruitful in giving itself names . . . and you and I and all of
us had better wait and see what new form this old monster will assume, in
what new skin this old snake will come forth next.”1

– Frederick Douglass, The Need for Continuing Anti-Slavery Work
May 6, 2019 was a day of Redemption in Atlanta, Georgia. As hundreds of
Atlantans gathered on the steps of Atlanta City Hall, they chanted ‘I believe that
we will win,’ as they demanded the city close and repurpose the Atlanta City
Detention Center. The Day of Redemption was an opportunity for the city of Atlanta to redeem the past harms caused by the city’s reliance on the jail and broken
windows policing and commit itself to invest in its people, not in punishment.2
But the Day of Redemption was, in actuality, years in the making. It followed the
curled swell of a wave of police violence, building strength and momentum by the
decade. This destructive wave claimed the lives of countless Black, Trans, and
Gender Non-conforming Atlantans in the past eight years alone—Anthony Hill,3
Alexia Christian,4 Scout Shultz,5 DeAundre Phillips,6 Oscar Cain,7 and many more.
Atlanta Community Organizers gave the City of Atlanta a chance to change its
long history of using jail and police to address the problem of poverty. And less
than two weeks later the city of Atlanta responded.
On May 19, 2019, Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms signed into law8 the Reimagine
ACDC Task Force, a group tasked with developing a plan to close and repurpose
the Atlanta City Detention Center. The ordinance was the result of a seven-year
community organizing campaign led by Women on the Rise, Solutions Not Punishment Coalition, and the Racial Justice Action Center. Planned to roll out in
phases, the campaign began with a plan to divert people whose frequent arrests
which were primarily due to crimes of poverty into supportive social services and
ended with the reclassification of marijuana possession under one ounce, ending
cash bail, and ending a longstanding contract between the city and Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (I.C.E.). The strategies over the arc of the campaign
Che Johnson-Long is the Director of Decarceration Strategies at the Racial Justice Action Center,
co-coordinating the campaign to close and re-purpose the Atlanta City Detention Center. She also
serves as the Community Safety Program Coordinator at Vision Change Win, co-designing safety
and security trainings for movement organizations. When Che is not organizing she spends her time
studying “law” as a third-year Juris Doctorate candidate at Georgia State College of Law. Endless
gratitude to Marilynn Winn, Xochitl Bervera, Tiffany Roberts, and Moki Macias for your edits and
the entire Communities over Cages Alliance for your tenacity. When we fight, we win.
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were both responsive to new incidents of police violence, including a long-sighted
aim of lowering the jail population and (eventually) emptying the jail entirely. This
strategy would grow to be a local model gaining widespread national attention in
the prison reform community—the Divest/Invest model. This strategic approach
seeks to divert funding, personnel, resources, and revenue away from police, prisons and jails in order to re-route resources into behavioral health crisis response,
social services, housing, substance use recovery support, and job placement with
the long-term goal of abolishing carceral9 punishment.
A year after the Day of Redemption, in 2020 Atlanta has come to another reckoning. Less than three weeks after Minneapolis Police shot and killed George Floyd,
the swell of police violence in Atlanta left Rayshard Brooks shot and killed at
their hands. National uprisings against police violence have spurred old demands
to defund police and abolish policing.10 The call for abolition is the broadest it has
been in recent history, if ever. The call to close and repurpose city jails cuts the
pipeline to local Police departments because, as long as the near-empty 1,400 bed
Detention Center exists, Atlanta Police will continue to harass and arrest Black
Atlantans and find reasons fill it. Closing the Jail pressures the City to look beyond
the proven ineffective strategy of arresting its way out of poverty. While the Jail’s
closure date has not yet been set, the closure and repurposing of the Atlanta City
Detention Center is a modern-day example of Abolition in immediate, solutiondriven, community-led terms. It is the manifestation of what some uninformed
may criticize the Abolitionist Movement of lacking—it is practical.
This paper will explore the local impacts of the Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing and explore the alternative Divest/Invest11 strategy as part of
a long-term Abolitionist12 vision that employs Practical Abolition13 as a short-term
strategy. While this vision is a long way from actualization, there are indications
that prison and policing reform movements are righting themselves towards an
Abolitionist path: focusing less on improving prisons and policing and more on
creative alternatives that make them obsolete. Through the lens of an Atlanta-based
campaign to close and repurpose the Atlanta City Detention Center, this paper will
reveal some of the historical rooting of the Divest/Invest model as a tool for Practical Abolition and offer policy recommendations to further the model’s success.

Practical Abolition
“At bottom, there is one fundamental question: Why do we take prison for
granted? . . . The most difficult and urgent challenge today is that of creatively
exploring new terrains of justice, where the prison no longer serves as our
major anchor.” 14
– Angela Davis, Are Prisons Obsolete?

On November 14, 2014, Atlanta’s criminal justice community gathered in a
small conference room nestled in the recently refurbished Families First center.
Soon-to-be Chief of Police, Erika Shields, sat shuffling through crime reports and
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national data graphs next to a representative from Atlanta’s legal Department,
Amber Robinson. “It’s just not possible,” Shields finally sighed. The room had
been grappling for the past hour (and before that, for the past three months) with
how to build a new initiative that would divert those repeatedly arrested for offenses related to unmet mental health needs, problematic substance use, extreme
poverty and other health and wellness issues away from jail and into supportive
social services. The issue of the meeting was the use of handcuffs and whether
the initiative could functionally divert people without using handcuffs or some
other mechanism of temporary detention. The room was split, with many care
navigators,15 community organizers, and public defenders warning that as soon
as handcuffs were used, an element of coercion was introduced into what should
be a consensual process, resulting in something more akin to court-mandated
programs assigned to defendants in Drug Court and Mental Health Court. Good
but not great. Progressive but not Abolitionist.
The question of using handcuffs, when broken open, spilled into additional questions. Is this program really consensual if there is an ultimatum of arrest? Will
relying on police discretion only reproduce harm? If police officers divert only
people whom they feel comfortable not handcuffing, does that leave out the very
people who should be diverted? And possibly, the most pressing and unspoken
question, how would the Atlanta City Detention Center operate with its population (and the fines and fees paid by this population) being siphoned away through
diversions instead of arrests? Though only a handful of the over sixty-person
Design Team would identify as Abolitionists, the question on the table symbolized
a larger contradiction many criminal justice reform leaders faced — where is the
line between reforms that take power away from carceral systems and reforms that
increase resources and expand the powers of carceral systems? And where does
prison Abolition fit within this question?
These questions highlight the dichotomy between Abolition in vision, and Practical Abolition. The movement for Abolition is an oil and water combination of
aspirations towards seemingly unfathomable social transformation and incremental
policy reform, the components of which are distinct and, at times, discordant but
altogether necessary to create the whole. This is how Abolition can operate at once
as both soaring theory of change and rooted campaign strategy. Practical Abolition, on the other hand, posits that this Divest/Invest Model is the bridge between
Abolitionist visionary dreams and the immediate reforms needed to get there. But
Practical Abolition is a short-term strategy within the multi-generational workplan
of Abolition. Practical Abolition does not answer Abolition’s bigger questions. How
do we build alternatives to policing which use Transformative Justice16 principles
rather than white supremacist hate violence? How do we scale up hyper-local17 and
often under-resourced experiments in community-led accountability structures to
meet the needs of an entire city, county, or even state? While there are many well
weathered transformative justice strategies18 for addressing harm that do not rely
on policing, there is also much to learn on the road to Abolition. Still, the tensions
inside of and surrounding Abolition fall back on questions of timing and feasibility.
The tension between Abolition and reform is both old and new. The movement to
abolish slavery in the United states was fraught with such tension. Gradual Eman-
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cipation was widely accepted over immediate emancipation. “Gradual emancipation laws set deadlines by which all slaves would be freed, releasing individuals as
they reached a certain age or the end of a certain work period. This situation left
some African Americans lingering in bonded servitude. Pennsylvania passed its
Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery in 1780. Yet, as late as 1850, the federal
census recorded that there were still hundreds of young Blacks in Pennsylvania,
who would remain enslaved until their 28th birthdays.”19 While some feared immediate emancipation would lead to white supremacist violence and subsequent
Black uprisings, others wondered if total emancipation was feasible nation-wide.20
The question of feasibility is one which Abolitionists and reformists still grapple
with today. “Abolition exists in productive tension with efforts to reform the penal
system. While Abolitionists point out that reform in isolation of a broader decarcerative strategy serves to legitimize and even expand the prison-industrial complex, we
also work in solidarity with prisoners to challenge inhumane conditions inside.”21
Many Abolitionists reject the incremental approach taken historically by those
invested in reforms while other Abolitionists maintain that progressive change on
the road to an Abolitionist long-vision is the right approach. “Abolitionists distinguish themselves by engaging in non-reformist reforms…[or]…those measures that
reduce the power of an oppressive system while illuminating the system’s inability
to solve the crises it creates.”22
The current movement for prison Abolition can be witnessed across social media
platforms. In this realm, it is a multifaceted term taking on different meanings
within a multitude of contexts. It is sometimes a visionary movement aimed at
eliminating punitive justice in all of its manifestations. It is sometimes a value
system aimed at ridding oneself of the ‘cop in your head.’ And, possibly most
commonly, it is an academic theory of change. It is the rallying call of an ‘unapologetic’ generation of change makers. It is uncompromising, in part because it reacts
largely to a decade of prison reforms which have simply traded out one form of
carceral punishment for another. In contrast to leading scholarly and policy efforts
to reform criminal law, Abolition does not seek merely to replace incarceration
with alternatives closely related to imprisonment. These unacceptable alternatives
include Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing, noncustodial criminal
supervision, probation, civil institutionalization, and parole.23 But, in pushing
back against this historical duping, some Abolitionist voices today have become
inflexible, labeling some strategies as ‘reformist’ and others ‘abolitionist’ without
the nimble nuance of context or adaptation to a changing political landscape.24
Many at the table back in 2014 were grappling with this same historical tension
between Abolition and reform. They understood the failings of policing but were
still longing for a way to incorporate more systematized methods of crime prevention into the existing and ever-growing justice machine. This neglected version of
preventive justice, which focuses on social rather than penal projects, is consistent
with (even essential to) an Abolitionist framework and may be understood to date
as far back as the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries preceding the
establishment of professional police forces and large prison and jail systems.25 The
combination of reinforcing social service tools while narrowing the scope of police
work to exclude quality of life policing seemed to be the key. As Chief Shields26
would say a year after this meeting, officers who see the same people committing
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the same low-level crimes agreed that arresting people over and over again was
not working. People eligible for the program are committing crimes that stem
from other needs, Shields said, “[t]hey’re really not what jails are designed for.”27
The fundamental principles of the Divest/Invest model are to diminish the power
of carceral punishment and Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing.
Re-routing resources is critical to developing a sound reinvestment approach that
funds preventative measures not only financially, but also with a vital position
within the justice system.

Atlanta, the Gateway City
“When the threat of arrest was not enough to drive Black men and women
back to the plantations, the real arrests began. Joseph Brown was arrested
on Decatur Street in 1868, one of hundreds. Rather than picking cotton under a labor contract, he was in Atlanta without work. The charge: vagrancy.
Mr. Brown and other freedmen who were sentenced as vagrants were not
sent to prison. Georgia’s prison had been burned during the war, and there
was no money to rebuild. Rather, they were leased out to plantation owners,
railroad companies and coal mines. Georgia’s first lease-off… bought 100
Black men, arrested for vagrancy or loitering and forced to work not as slaves
but as convicts. This was the start of the modern criminal justice system.”28
– Kung Li, A History of Georgia’s 1%: Why You Must Face Race to Occupy
Atlanta

Through the period directly following reconstruction, Atlanta was branded as
the ‘Gateway City’ by Henry W. Grady, connecting northern industrialized commerce to the southeast through a series of railroad junctions. The term was meant to
signal a shift away from the ‘Old South,’ defined by a slavery and agriculture-based
economy, and towards a ‘New South,’ defined by an intellectual boom, increased
real estate development and, most of all, a sense of social equity. Prior to 1906,
Atlanta’s racial inequity did not bar racial integration.29 For example, Peachtree
Street, an economic hub of the city, was home to both Black and White businesses.30
Despite the prevalence of Jim Crow laws, the ‘Gateway City’ began purporting
itself to be a leader of the South, in economic growth and in racial justice. But like
many other Southern cities, Atlanta struggled to maintain the image of a progressive
Black Mecca while also buckling under the weight of decades old institutionalized
racism manifested by racially biased policing. The Black Mecca façade would fall
away to reveal the reality of racial disparities in the ‘city too busy to hate.’31
The Atlanta Police department was founded in 1873 with 20 officers. The department grew in large part because of the reinforcement of white supremacy in the
form of violent attacks and Jim Crow laws. As the city grew, an emerging Black
middle-class began competing with White middle-class Atlantans for jobs. “By the
1880s Atlanta had become the hub of the regional economy, and the city’s overall
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population soared from 89,000 in 1900 to 150,000 in 1910; the Black population
was approximately 9,000 in 1880 and 35,000 by 1900.”32 White Atlanta wanted
desperately to rid the city of both poor and middle-class Black Atlantans. On
September 22, 1906, a group of White Atlantans attacked, lynched, and killed
25-100 Black Atlantans.
The Atlanta Police Department (APD) took advantage of the political moment to
exert even more power over poor Black Atlantans. “In Spring of [1906], the Chief of
Police in Atlanta launched a campaign to rid the city of Black men. He committed
a full squad of officers to ‘arrest all loafers’ and close down the ‘Negro dives’ that
lined Decatur Street in downtown Atlanta. The chief told [Atlanta] City Council
that in order to arrest and prosecute all the vagrants, he would need 50 additional
policemen.”33 Efforts were made at the legislative level to quash Black economic
and political power. Voter literacy test law was enacted to prevent Black Atlantans
from voting34 and already existing legal segregation intensified. This campaign to
rid the streets of ‘vagrants’ stretched into the next century of policing, becoming
a defining goal of the Atlanta Police Department. .
In 1996, Atlanta was chosen to host the Summer Olympics. In the years leading
up to the Olympics, Atlanta lost nearly 20% of its Black population to displacement.35 Before the games, the city was roughly 67% Black, but after the games
nearly 6% of Black Atlantans left the city and the White population increased
by 8%.36 Additionally, the Olympics offered Mayor Bill Campbell federal funds
to develop the downtown and midtown areas in anticipation of the games. Once
again the ‘Gateway City’ sought to rid the streets of ‘vagrants’ who took shelter in
Downtown’s Woodruff Park (less than ¼ mile from the start of the 1906 attack),
this time under a global spotlight.37 “The city planners figured that would have to
be an Atlanta without poor people, and specifically, without homeless people.”38
The APD, under a new set of “quality of life” laws began arrests in and around
the downtown area.
So, they trotted out some new laws. One would have made it a crime to remove
anything from a trash can. Thousands of Atlanta’s poorest residents were issued
one-way bus tickets to the cities where they had relatives. They had to sign papers
promising they wouldn’t return. Some 9,000 poor Atlantans were arrested during
the 18 months before the opening ceremonies. At one point [Anita] Beaty, [Director
of Metro Atlanta Task Force of the Homeless] came into possession of piles and
piles of arrest citations pre-printed with the designations ‘homeless’ and ‘AfricanAmerican.’ All the arresting officer had to do was fill in a name.39
The city received a federal grant shortly before the Olympics began and within
eight months the Atlanta City Detention Center (ACDC) was built, and Woodruff
Park was camera-ready. The 11-story building with capacity to hold 1,400 people
was quickly filled with those who had been picked up for violating the handful
of new quality of life ordinances. In 2005, the city accepted a federal contract
with I.C.E., receiving $4.2 million to expand the scope of ACDC to include those
detained by I.C.E., and almost doubling the number of people held in ACDC. The
event, which lasted only two weeks, made a lasting impact on Atlanta’s criminal
justice system and those targeted by it.
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In the years following the Olympics, Atlanta rolled out even more development
projects which calcified the racial and economic divide while Black and poor
Atlantans struggled to recover from the demolition of 29% of public housing.40
Community organizers who had warned that such callous moves would lead to the
displacement of hundreds of Atlantans also pointed to a more intentional plan to
rid the city of public housing, and by extension, the poor.41 “So the juggernaut was
a dry run, a dress rehearsal for the developers and the elites to take over the city,
to take over the planning, housing construction — to eliminate public housing,”42
In 2006, Kathryn Johnston, a 92-year old Black elder, was in her living room
when Atlanta Police Department plain clothes officers knocked down her front door.
Mrs. Johnston fired one shot from an antique gun at the intruders and missed. APD
officers littered 39 shots into the living room, killing Mrs. Johnston and injuring
several fellow officers through ‘friendly fire.’ The officers entered Mrs. Johnston’s
home under the protection of a ‘no-knock’ warrant, believing they would find
drugs. No drugs were recovered. It was later discovered officers planted marijuana
in the home to justify the shooting. The killing of Mrs. Johnston outraged Atlanta
residents and, in response to pressure from community organizations, the Atlanta
Civilian Review Board (ACRB) was created to provide oversight to APD and
review claims of officer misconduct.43 Though the ACRB was created to address
and prevent incidents like the killing of Kathryn Johnson, at the time it lacked
subpoena power. In the rare instances ACAB did attempt to hold APD accountable
for misconduct, it provided toothless recommendations often ignored by APD. The
ACRB works as a symbol of the city’s long-standing demonstrated commitment
to address police misconduct by looking the other way.
In the wake of the killing of Kathryn Johnston, community organizing efforts to
increase police accountability and address the over-criminalization of Black and
poor people intensified. In 2009, the newly formed Building Locally to Organize
for Community Safety (BLOCS)44 demanded mayoral candidates “pledge to lead
a nationwide search for a new police chief, strengthen the Atlanta Citizen Review
Board (ACRB), and call for a ACRB investigation of the Atlanta Police Department’s (APD) Red Dog Unit.”45 REDDOG (Run Every Drug Dealer Out of Georgia)46
was developed in 1987 and “quickly made headlines by sweeping into open-air drug
markets like the cavalry, complete with helicopter support and breathless reporters
in tow. Those all-out tactics filled the jails and courts with accused drug dealers.
In Fulton County, for instance, indictments for drug offenses more than tripled
between 1985 and 1989.”47 While the ACRB continued to review cases of alleged
APD misconduct, it did so without the power to hire, fire, or reprimand officers
found acting outside the scope of their duties. It also lacked the ability to develop
or change standard operating procedures, leaving its recommendations ineffectual.
Even though the ACRB lacked any meaningful power, new city leadership sought
to gut the program even more. In 2012,48 under newly elected Mayor Kasim Reed,
the ACRB removed its recommendations from its website, hiding them behind the
red tape of an ‘Open Records Request.’49 While BLOCS was able to pressure the
city to meet its demand to be a part of the APD chief hiring process, and organized
to increase the institutional power of the ACRB, it lacks necessary political power
and remains largely ineffective in addressing police accountability.
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In 2013, the over 100-year-old trope of ‘ridding the streets’ of marginalized
communities manifested once again, but this time, the response from community
organizers shifted the conversation about public safety towards new responses to
perceived public disorder. In response to complaints from Midtown residents and
businesses spearheaded by the now-defunct Midtown Ponce Security Alliance,
“Council members introduced a law that would make it illegal, during the terms
of their probationsm, for convicted [sex workers] — and those who have been
convicted of buying their services — to be in areas of the city where the sex trade
is the heaviest. For second offenses, a conviction could mean a ban from the city.”50
The proposed law disproportionately impacted Trans women who were often
profiled as sex workers. Cheryl Courtney-Evans, longtime Trans Atlanta Advocate explained, “The transgender community is already a marginalized one in the
City of Atlanta. We have faced discrimination and been shut out of housing and
employment opportunities, as well as fallen victim to profiling, ‘revolving door
justice’ and jailing around a ‘prostitution problem.’”51 A group of organizers representing the recently formed Racial Justice Action Center, Women on the Rise,
Trans-women lead LaGender, Inc., Trans-Men, Gender Non-Conforming, and
Intersex lead Trans-(forming), and others coalesced to oppose the proposed law
and the old Atlanta practice of pushing marginalized people out of public and off
the streets. “People trying to escape sex work need intervention, treatment, and
alternatives — not punishment… Atlanta could save a lot of money and make more
progress not by arresting, prosecuting, and incarcerating sex workers, but by helping them.”52 The newly formed coalition successfully defeated the proposed law
and formed the Solutions NOT Punishment Coalition (SNaPCo) and would then
go on to campaign for, and win a Diversion program meant to shield communities
from constant jailing by offering care not cuffs.53

Why Divest?
“We are not talking about one good officer or one bad officer — we are talking about a culture shift in the ways that officers over-police and target our
communities and neighborhoods.”54

–Toni-Michelle Williams, Trans Atlanta activist fights against injustice
with light
In Atlanta, like most cities, police spending is exorbitant. Nationally, since
September 11, 2001, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) alone has
given between $30 billion and $40 billion in direct grants to state and local law
enforcement, as well as other first responders.55 The investment in policing in
Atlanta has equally soared in the post-9/11 era where many local departments
receive funding for paramilitary training,56 increased equipment spending,57 and
increase in officer salary.58 With an annual budget well over $218 million, the
Atlanta Police department spends $486 for every Atlantan.59 In 2020, the Mayor’s
office passed a budget increasing Atlanta Police salaries.60 Inflated spending on
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Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing sucks resources out of public
services, which translates into fewer resources available for poor people. For every
dollar spent on the APD (including city, state, and federal funds), the Department
of Planning and Community Development, which funds transportation planning
and affordable housing development, receives 11 cents.61 Marilynn Winn, with
Women on the Rise, points out that the average $1,800 spent to keep one person in
the city jail for a month would be more humanely and effectively spent to provide
stable housing and other needed services The most common offenses at ADC, as
of January, 2020, remain traffic offenses marijuana possession under one ounce
and other quality of life offenses.62.
Traditional policing practices were neither designed for nor effective at addressing
the most common root causes of low-level arrests: substance addiction, homelessness, and poverty.63 People struggling to survive are cycled through the revolving
door of arrest, jail time, and eventual release. This process of repeated arrest for
the same or similar quality of life offenses can disrupt a person’s life, cost them a
steady job and housing, or make it more challenging to access these resources. Possibly the most glaring reason to shift away from Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing practices is that these practices lend soil to ripen discriminatory
policing. Like many departments across the nation, the APD as recently as 2012
routinely uses an unnamed internal quota system to push officers towards making
more arrests in specific categories.64 This quota system, in combination with existing officer bias, leads to racially predatory policing. For example, despite Black
people making up only half of the city’s population, over 90% of those arrested
for marijuana possession under one ounce were Black.65 Racially-targeted policing
and racial disproportionality throughout the criminal process reflect how crime
and threat are understood in reference to race in ways that exacerbate racialized
police violence and distract attention entirely from actual locations of danger.66
Similarly, the department has exhibited transphobic policing practices. In 2015,
when two Black Trans women were verbally and physically attacked while riding Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), MARTA officers
and APD officers intervened, then proceeded to arrest the two women instead of
their attackers.67 In a 2016 report published by the Solutions Not Punishment Collaborative, of 87 Trans and Gender Non-Conforming respondents “20% (1 in 5)
of the non-binary identified, genderqueer, or gender non-conforming community
members surveyed who had been stopped or approached by law enforcement had
experienced unwanted sexual contact from an APD officer.”68
Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing can be deadly. Over a sixyear period, DeKalb County Police Department (a department which neighbors
Atlanta) officers shot 25 Black people and one White person, the highest racial
disparity found among the 50 largest departments from across the nation.69 While
there has been legal action taken to address police misconduct, the problem still
remains that as long as there is a quota system and a jail which relies, in part, on
revenue from fines and fees, those most marginalized in the city will continue to
be targeted. One solution, proposed by Women on the Rise, is to divest from the
Atlanta City Detention Center.
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Starving the Beast
“With all that work that we’ve done, we call it ‘starving the beast’…It just
doesn’t make sense to keep the jail open, [It’s] not just an extra jail now, but
an empty jail.”70

– Marilynn Winn, ‘Starving The Beast’: The Women Working To Close a
Misused Atlanta Jail
The blueprint for the Divest model comes from the call to divest from South
Africa to protest apartheid in the early 1960s through 1986 when it was formally
adopted into federal legislation. The Divest campaign had been gaining momentum globally before it matured in the United States. In 1977, a Black Philadelphia
Preacher and General Motors Board member, Dr. Leon Sullivan, developed the
Sullivan Principles which would be the grounding force to popularize the Divest
campaign.71 At the time, General Motors was the biggest employer of Black South
Africans. Rev. Dr. Sullivan’s Principles were intended to mandate equitable treatment of Black South Africans, in direct defiance of Apartheid Laws and to make
it impossible for General Motors to continue doing business in South Africa.72 The
Sullivan Principles ignited a call for corporate divestment from any institution,
which failed to meet them and eventually led to a wildfire of universities pulling
investments from corporations that continued to do business in South Africa.73
The campaign was so strong that “by the end of 1989 26 states, 22 counties and
over 90 cities had taken some form of binding economic action against companies
doing business in South Africa.”74 By 1990, South Africa had begun negotiations
to end apartheid.
The contemporary Divest model draws its principles from the Divest campaign
of the 1980s, emphasizing institutional integrity beyond current inhumane carceral
conditions and forcing investing institutions to choose between co-signing such
conditions or withdrawing support. In 2016, the Black Student Union of California State-Los Angeles successfully pressured the university to divest all funding
from corporations that fund private prisons.75 In 2019, a group of Harvard students
followed, demanding the university also divest from private prisons. However,
the Harvard students pushed beyond the Divest model of defunding and into the
Invest approach.
Without reinvestment, we can work tirelessly to tear down an oppressive system only to have the void filled by something else equally oppressive. We need
reinvestment to build the liberatory, supportive communities where each of us can
thrive. For example, as communities rally to close jails and prisons, local governments sell so-called “modernized” plans to build essentially the same monuments
to violence that historically led to community devastation. Prison profiteers sell
ankle monitors as “more humane” alternatives, all while expanding the tendrils
of who is under state surveillance.76
As in the campaign to close and repurpose ACDC, here Harvard students call
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for a Divestment, which relies on Investment or reinvestment to fully actualize its
goals. This symbiotic relationship between Divesting and Investing resources was
key to the success of the ACDC Campaign. However, to translate this model from
a strictly financial deficit to a population deficit, the campaign sought to invest
in short-term strategies to change the penal code. They used this strategy to peel
back layers of carceral walls through repealing ordinances until there was a penal
tunnel through which the ACDC population could escape.
The campaign to close and repurpose ACDC used two central strategies to divest.
First, the campaign looked at the charges driving population growth at ACDC and
identified the following:77
Traffic offenses such as Driving with suspended license, and Driving with
expired registration.
Marijuana Possession under 1 ounce.
Driving while Under the Influence (DUI).

While all these offenses were duplicated under state law, organizers noted
that the city ordinance violation code was used at the same rate as the state law
in arresting officers’ notes. Citations that contained the State law were typically
taken to the Fulton County Jail and citations with the City ordinance were taken
to ACDC. Because overcrowding and population volume at Fulton County Jail
far outweighed that of ACDC, an arresting officer would often spend more time
booking a person at Fulton County Jail and, for that reason, would sometimes opt
for the faster booking process at ACDC.
Reignited by the police shooting of DeAundre Phillips, a 23 year-old Black man
who was approached in his vehicle by an APD officer under the pretense of ‘the
smell of marijuana,’ organizers moved to find justice for Phillips and address the
staggering racial disparity between White and Black marijuana arrests.78 Since the
start of the REDDOG unit in 1987 and following its disbandment, social justice
groups focused on the racial disparity in drug-related arrests in Atlanta. In a 2018
report released by the ACLU, “Georgia was the state with the highest overall number of Black arrests for marijuana possession, with 27,381 arrests in the year 2018
alone.”79 Because Atlantans who were booked for marijuana possession under one
ounce were overwhelmingly Black, the campaign focused on changing this city
ordinance from carrying a fine of up to $1,000 and up to six months of jail time to
a ticketable offense with no jail time. The campaign to reclassify marijuana possession under one ounce utilized social media pressure, public testimony, direct
action, public education and other mobilizing tactics to bring the repeal to the
council floor and on October 2, 2017 the repeal passed.
The repeal did not take root without significant resistance from government
stakeholders. Despite the city council mandate, APD officers still arrested Atlanta
residents for marijuana possession under one ounce and still booked them at ACDC.
It took another year before organizers successfully pressured the Chief Shields to
make a public statement saying the ordinance would allow officers to “concentrate
on eliminating violent crime instead of focusing on petty ones.”80
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The move to reclassify and decrease drug related offenses has seen traction
globally, and the Divestment results have been marked.81 In July 2001, Portugal
decriminalized the possession of up to ten days’ supply of all types of illicit drugs.
Instead of being arrested, people found in possession of these substances are referred
to regional ‘committees for the dissuasion of addiction.’ These committees have the
power to impose warnings or administrative sanctions, including fines, restrictions
on driving permits and referral to treatment. However, in most cases, they give a
provisional suspension of proceedings–in effect, no punishment. Simultaneously,
Portugal increased its investment in treatment and harm reduction services. For
example, methadone substitution treatment for people who are dependent on heroin.
Since 2001, experts have observed the following trends developed:
A modest increase in drug use reported by adults. This rise was no bigger
than that reported in other southern European countries.
A reduction in drug use reported by school pupils.
A reduction in drug related deaths.
A reduction in HIV and AIDS.
An increase in the amount of drugs seized by the authorities.82

As marijuana charges decreased, the ACDC population began to shift downward. While there is not yet data on the impact of decreasing the fine from “up to
$1,000” to “up to $75,” organizers are confident that the decrease in revenue for
the Municipal Court is significant.83
The second strategy to divest from ACDC came about because organizers noticed
that a significant number of people were not serving a sentence, but rather had not
yet bonded out because they could not afford to pay bail. The fight to end cash bail
in Atlanta was led by an Atlanta-based legal non-profit, the Southern Center for Human Rights (SCHR) and the Atlanta-based Queer-led, Southerners on New Ground
(SONG). The strategy was comprised of a policy battle, community organizing, and
was backed up with the threat of litigation. Progressive Agenda Working Group
(PAWG), as a coalition comprised of organizing groups, criminal justice reform
advocates, and legal professionals, was key to moving legislation through city
council while organizing groups pressured council members as well as members
of the criminal justice community to reform cash bail. Support from the recently
elected Mayor Bottoms along with the coordinated efforts built to a crescendo at
city hall and the legislation successfully reformed cash bail. But the fight against
cash bail began long before the campaign to close and repurpose ACDC.
“The constitutional protection against being held in excessive bail is accorded
both the defendant and a material witness in a criminal prosecution.”84 While
the constitution protects against excessive bail mounts, for decades ‘excessive’
remained ambiguous under the law.85
Eventually, excessive bail was recognized as equivalent to refusing bail altogether.86 Even more impactful, the longer a person remains detained pre-trial, the
more likely are conviction and incarceration. People held pretrial are more likely to
plead guilty simply to put an end to their cases, with the hopes of returning home,
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and judges are statistically more likely to sentence someone to jail once they have
been held in jail pretrial.87 This means that people held on money bail are more
likely to be convicted and sentenced because they do not have readily available
cash to hand over.88 Most people held in pretrial are not dangerous: around 68%
of pretrial detainees have been charged only with drug, property, or public order
crimes.89 Excessively lengthy detentions contribute to overcrowding and are ultimately a violation of sixth amendment rights, “Not only does the current treatment
of individuals charged with minor offenses contribute to the serious overcrowding
problem at the jail, it also constitutes a clear denial of these individuals’ constitutional right to counsel.”90
In 2018, a coalition comprised of the SCHR, SONG, Women on the Rise and
other community organizations successfully passed an ordinance to reform the cash
bail system in Atlanta. “Ordinance 18-O1045 requires the Department of Corrections to release most people accused of non-violent offenses without the condition
that they purchase their freedom. This resulted in the community saving over $3.1
million dollars that would have otherwise gone to the jail or bail industry.”91 This
siphoning of revenue away from the Atlanta jail system was integral to slowly
decreasing the population at ACDC.92 By 2019, ACDC, with a capacity of 1,400,
detained only 25-50 people on any given night.93
The third strategy to divest from the Atlanta City Detention Center was led by a
group of Immigrant Rights organizations including, among many others, Georgia
Latino Association for Human Rights (GLAHR), Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI), Georgia Detention Watch, and Project South.94 The coalition called
for an end to the city’s longstanding contract with I.C.E., which detained close to
300 immigrants inside the city jail. Alliance members Project South and Georgia
Detention Watch released a detailed report95 highlighting the terrible conditions
and treatment of the immigrant detainees in the facility. Under mounting pressure
from these organizations, on September 6, 2018 Mayor Bottoms severed Atlanta’s
contract with I.C.E., emptying half the jail.96
With a population decrease of nearly 90% and a budget decrease of 13%, ACDC
was primed to close. However, since corrections spending outpaced services such
as health and education, the factors contributing to crimes of poverty remained.
For every dollar spent on higher education, Georgia spent 50 cents on corrections.97
Likewise, the campaign, to date, could have easily been misconstrued as a savings
program for the Department of Corrections to cut back the population, as well
as cut costs while maintaining a full staff. The difference between the impact of
budget cuts and the impact of divestment was the opportunity to bolster funding
in programs that were known to decrease the likelihood of repeat arrest, homelessness, and substance abuse. The invest model offered a vastly new approach.
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Invest Model
“This is an opportunity to change the culture of the city as a whole… We’re improving the quality of life for people who have been told to simply disappear.”98

– Moki Macías, New Atlanta, Fulton program aims to divert homeless people
from jail
According to W.E.B. Du Bois, to be meaningful, Abolition required more than
the simple eradication of slavery; Abolition ought to have been a positive project
as opposed to a merely negative one.99 Du Bois wrote that simply declaring an end
to a tradition of violent forced labor was insufficient to abolish slavery.100 Abolition
instead required the creation of new democratic structures in which the institutions
and ideas previously implicated in slavery would be remade to incorporate those
persons formerly enslaved and to enable a different future for all members of the
polity. Abolition, in the slavery context, required a systemic overhaul, but it also
required a redistribution of resources.
To build and maintain healthy communities, an alternative to Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing must include increased access to public services.
Programs that are often advertised as measures to prevent incarceration, instead
bookend the experience of many people who are in and out of jail frequently
for the same or similar charges. The Invest model builds off a traditional case
management approach to social services but uses Harm Reduction Principles101
to retain participants most impacted by the carceral system. Locally, the Atlanta
Harm Reduction Coalition has been bringing these principles to bear over almost
two decades, focused on the neighborhood where Kathryn Johnston was killed
in 2006. The Harm Reduction Coalition (HRC) is a community-based wellness
organization committed to promoting health and dignity by reducing the impact
of HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis C, STI, and substance use within vulnerable communities
in Atlanta’s English Avenue—a historically Black, working class neighborhood.
This emphasis on consent was key to its success. In addition, the Harm Reduction
Coalition’s consent-based approach is the distinguishing factor between Invest
Model services and Court mandated specialized court programs such as drug
court or mental health court. Solutions Not Punishment Coalition would go on to
mount a campaign to materialize this Invest Model by developing the city’s first
ever Pre-arrest Diversion Initiative (PAD).
The PAD Initiative was modeled after the Seattle Law Enforcement Assisted
Diversion (LEAD) initiative piloted in 2011.102 LEAD was developed as a partnership between the Police Department, the District Attorney’s office, and Evergreen,
a Service Provision Organization. Here is how the program operates:
In a LEAD® program, police officers exercise discretionary authority at
point of contact to divert individuals to a community-based, harm-reduction
intervention for law violations driven by unmet behavioral health needs. In
lieu of the normal criminal justice system cycle — booking, detention, pros-
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ecution, conviction, incarceration — individuals are instead referred into a
trauma-informed intensive case-management program where the individual
receives a wide range of support services, often including transitional and
permanent housing and/or drug treatment. Prosecutors and police officers
work closely with case managers to ensure that all contacts with LEAD®
participants going forward, including new criminal prosecutions for other
offenses, are coordinated with the service plan for the participant to maximize
the opportunity to achieve behavioral change.103

The program was established as a two-year pilot, during which time participants
were diverted within specific hours of the day in one targeted pilot area of Kings
County. The program began showing signs of success within the first six months,
and by the end of the Pilot phase the results were promising. “Participants in 2016
were twice as likely to have been sheltered after referral to the program, and 89
percent more likely to have obtained permanent housing. Given that 82 percent of
participants in the evaluation’s sample were homeless prior to contact with LEAD,
these are powerful statistics. Even more striking is that for every time a participant
contacted their case manager, they were 2 percent more likely to find shelter and
5 percent more likely to be housed after referral.”104
The PAD initiative followed the path of LEAD, built on the knowledge that “arresting, prosecuting, and jailing individuals committing offenses related to unmet
mental health needs, problematic substance use, extreme poverty and other health
and wellness issues in the City has had limited effectiveness in improving either
public safety or quality of life in the neighborhoods.”105 However, unlike LEAD,
PAD was incubated and designed by a team composed of directly impacted community members, community organizers, law enforcement, and service providers.
Fulton County Superior Court Judge Constance Russell stated, “PAD is a commonsense program that will help get people out of the criminal justice system
and into social programs where they can receive the help they need.”106 During its
two-year pilot phase, the Atlanta/Fulton Pre-Arrest Diversion initiative successfully diverted 150 individuals.
But PAD is not a complete Invest strategy. While the model provides a useful
frame for those seeking to develop rapid response service-based interventions in
police interactions, it is still intertwined with policing itself. Currently, PAD participants largely enter the program through an initial interaction with police followed
by a referral to a care navigator. There is work to be done to expand this program
beyond the scope of diversions, but as it exists today this intervention is wholly
necessary. Additionally, PAD does not receive funds from a direct divestment in
policing and incarceration. In order to starve the beast, the city cannot continue
to feed it with resources while increasing funding for direct services. Practical
Abolition calls for the siphoning of resources from police and jails directly into
resources for communities. This is key to the Divest/Invest model.
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Looking Forward: Center for Wellness, Equity, and Freedom
“What would the jail be as a repurposed building? How could it serve the
conditions to prevent you from being put in the situation you were put in?”107

– Xochitl Bervera, ‘Starve the Beast’: Southern campaigns to divest, decarcerate, and re-imagine public safety
May 19, 2019, marked the beginning of a groundbreaking strategy built from
the Invest Model playbook. Mayor Bottoms signed into law the Reimagine
ACDC Task Force, a group tasked with developing a plan to close and repurpose
the Atlanta City Detention Center.108 This body was responsible for developing a
roadmap for repurposing the ACDC building, developing proposed programmatic
uses, identifying a sustainable financing plan, and building the necessary policy
recommendations. “The goal is for a fully retrofitted facility to permanently house
a diverse set of social service, not-for-profit, recreational and cultural activities. It
will also include compatible revenue-generating uses to help make the Center for
Equity financially viable and to provide a vibrant, beautiful and welcoming space
for the community and the people it will serve.”109
Over the course of one year, the task force work groups analyzed the building
capacity for adaptive reuse as a Center for Equity and envisioned design scenarios
that could achieve that vision, reviewed city ordinances carrying criminal penalties with the objective of recommending amendment or deletion to enhance public
safety, explored services and activities that could be housed in the building that
would best advance well-being consistent with the vision for the Center for Equity,
and reached over 600 Atlantans to gain insight on the building uses. As if answering
Du Bois’s call 90 years earlier, this initiative represents the “Abolitionist positive
project.” “It may sound counterintuitive to some that closing the city jail will increase public safety, but the evidence is clear that it does and will. Over-policing and
penalizing these lowest level offenses misdirects vital law enforcement resources
and creates barriers that prevent people from getting jobs, homes, and becoming
stabilized in their lives and communities. In a re-imagined center for wellness,
we will have more resources devoted to reducing recidivism and helping vulnerable populations achieve their potential and transition to healthy and contributing
lives.”110 The Reimagine ACDC Task Force sunsets the summer of 2020, and plans
to repurpose the Atlanta City Detention Center building are underway.

Conclusion
“You have to act as if it were possible to radically transform the world. And
you have to do it all the time.”111
— Angela Y. Davis, Lecture at Southern Illinois University Carbondale
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The movement for Abolition in the United States has the potential to transform
justice work in a manner that is unprecedented. Abolition actualized gives way
to Reproductive Justice, Gender Justice, Workers Rights, Trans and Gender Nonconforming safety and dignity, Healing Justice, Disability Justice, Just Migration,
and so many more movements with the aim of addressing structural oppression
caused by colonization and capitalism. While past movements to eradicate enslavement offer us a historical blueprint, this moment is unique and, thus, our strategies
must be both historically informed and innovative. This movement also pushes
this country beyond the threshold of what is possible and practical and into what
some call the Third Space112 — a space of audacious creation and bold imagination.
Because organizing needs this Third Space to remain visionary rather than simply
reactive, Abolition will in some ways always be our horizon, beautiful, illustrious,
and just out of reach. And the stakes will keep getting higher. Even as other cities look to the Divest/Invest Model to close and repurpose jails and prisons, new
methods of incarceration will emerge.113 In comparison to the almost eighty-five
year struggle to abolish slavery in the United States, the movement for Abolition
is still in its infancy.
But the movement for Practical Abolition is happening right now. The campaign
to close and repurpose the ACDC provides a replicable model for Invest/Divest
strategies nationally. It illustrates the importance of short and medium-term campaign strategies in service of a long-sighted approach to Abolition. Beginning as
early as 2008 with BLOCS, the scaffolding for such a campaign succeeded in large
part because of consistent, cross-issue, multi-racial alliance building over a 12-year
period. Organizers, advocates, and activists spent countless hours building trust
across difference while centering Black formerly incarcerated people in leadership. In a region that receives close to half of the philanthropic dollars per person
compared to the rest of the country,114 despite underfunding and other symptoms
of regionalism, Atlantans continue to mold Abolition into the clay that is the City.
In this way, Practical Abolition has become a part of the fabric of change in Atlanta. It is in the fight to release incarcerated people from the Fulton County Jail
as COVID-19 sweeps across the jail population.115 It is in community organizers
and lawyers arming the community with Know Your Rights resources.116 Practical
Abolition is present in any strategies that divest power, resources, and reliability
from the carceral system and invest those same resources back into communities
that have been historically marginalized. It learns from historical patterns of the
Atlanta city government’s dependence on policing and stakes out, audaciously,
and hopefully, a claim to the future. “The outdated and failed approach of overly
penalizing or incarcerating a person who is struggling with poverty, homelessness,
substance use, or mental illness is bad for our budget, bad for business, and worse
for the health of our communities.
As a city, we can and will do better.”117
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Spencer K. Schneider
THE WHEELS ON THE BUS:
THE STATUTORY SCHEMES THAT TURN
TRAFFIC TICKETS INTO FINANCIAL CRISES

Forty-three states have, or previously had, some version of a driver’s license
suspension program. These programs are shown to have disastrous financial effects
on the lives of those who cannot afford the fines inherent in them. Challenges to
such license suspension schemes have been brought throughout the United States
but have been largely unsuccessful. Where relief ultimately may be found is in state
legislatures or city governments. When those bodies discover that, although these
programs are in fact valid and constitutional, many of them have such detrimental
and long-term impacts on so many citizens, they ultimately result in more harm
than good. This realization has led many states to experiment with changes to,
or repeals of, their driver’s license suspension programs with varying success.
However, many states still rely on the fines levied by these programs and there is
a legitimate argument that the programs are imposed to keep dangerous drivers
off the street. Ultimately, this is an issue that arose from legislation and, despite
finding its way into the court system, must be solved with legislation.

INTRODUCTION
In 2010, Graciela Rodriguez was hit by another vehicle as she was driving home
from leaving flowers at a Texas cemetery.1 Before making it home that day, Ms.
Rodriguez received a citation for driving without insurance—a $400 dollar fine,2
which took several years for her to pay.3 When she attempted to renew her license
in 2017, Ms. Rodriguez discovered that the Texas Driver’s Responsibility Program
(“DRP”) had automatically imposed additional fines, or “surcharges,” as a result
of her citation—on top of the fines she already had paid for the insurance citation—and because of her nonpayment, her license had been suspended.4 She was
put on an installment plan to pay off these surcharges.5
However, in Kafkaesque fashion, Ms. Rodriguez could not obtain information
regarding the DRP surcharges that she now owed, how they had been calculated,
nor how she could have her license reinstated.6 The payment plan imposed on Ms.
Rodriguez would have taken nearly four years for her to pay off—assuming that
she could afford to make the monthly payments.7 But Ms. Rodriguez could not
afford to make the monthly payments. As a result, her driver’s license remained
suspended.8 The impact this suspension had on Ms. Rodriguez was significant.
Spencer K. Schneider is a 3L at UMass Law. Many thanks to Chancellor Professor Richard PeltzSteele and the editors of the National Lawyers Guild Review for all their feedback and help on this
article.
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In her late sixties, taking medication that made it dangerous for her to be exposed
to heat, Ms. Rodriguez was left with no alternative but to wait for and ride public
transportation in the Texas heat—where she spent five hours a day on three different bus lines to commute to her job as an in-home caregiver.9 Ms. Rodriguez
also was relegated to using public transportation to travel to her doctor, purchase
groceries, and to visit her five children, eighteen grandchildren, and sixteen great
grandchildren.10 In addition to the significant inconvenience, public transportation
also posed substantial health risks. For example, on one occasion, Ms. Rodriguez
had to be rushed to the hospital after becoming dangerously overheated on the
bus.11 Ms. Rodriguez’s struggle—having her license suspended for her inability
to afford traffic citations—is just one of millions throughout the United States.
For many Americans, a driving citation or fine is a manageable hassle. However,
for millions of Americans, a driving citation ultimately means the loss of one’s
driver’s license, and the ripple-down impact of this loss can be devastating for an
individual who is already in financial trouble.12 Unable to commute to work, to
doctor’s appointments, or to visit family, the loss of one’s driver’s license drastically change the lives of those individuals and may further exacerbate financial
hardship.13 Studies have shown that nearly half of individuals lost their jobs when
their driver’s licenses were suspended,14 nearly half of that group were unable to
find another job, and a vast majority of those who did find another job reported
decreased wages.15
States take different approaches to the suspension of driver’s licenses, but the
end result of the suspension of an individual’s driver’s license is, far too often,
devastating for indigent drivers—regardless of geography. Where these programs
differ is the infractions that can lead to a license suspension—ranging from civil
infractions completely unrelated to driving, to criminal convictions for driving
under the influence—how the fines and penalties are calculated, how the state and
the specific program treats indigent drivers with respect to their ability to pay, and
how drivers can potentially have their license reinstated after suspension.16
Because of the detrimental effects many of these programs have on indigent drivers, states should modify their programs to ensure that indigent drivers are afforded
adequate protections, notice, and options before judicial challenges concerning
the constitutionality of such programs are brought. Specifically, because driver’s
license suspension programs have the potential to place individuals in such dire
financial situations, there is widespread agreement that at least some aspects of these
programs must change.17 Some states have completely repealed their suspension
programs for failure to pay and have closed the resulting gap in state revenue by
charging more for individual traffic tickets and adding fees to insurance premiums.18
However, while fixes such as these protect indigent individuals from having their
license suspended solely for their inability to pay, an increase in citation fees may
ultimately have the largest detrimental effect on this same population if they cannot afford to pay their citations and are unlikely to provide the relief governments
and individuals seek. Consequently, this is not the best solution available to states
that are trying to address this problem.
This Article will focus on the suspension of indigent persons driver’s licenses.
Part I will analyze how specific states provide protections for indigent drivers and
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how these protections are implemented. Part II will address the constitutional
arguments alleging the inadequacy of these protections and their records in the
courts. Part III will look at recent legislative fixes to these programs and comment
on their effectiveness. Last, Part IV will provide suggestions for states looking
to fix issues that may exist in their own driver’s license suspension programs and
will touch upon the trend of bringing constitutional challenges that are bound to
fail, with the ultimate goal of garnering a legislature’s attention.

I. DRIVER’S LICENSE SUSPENSIONS AND INDIGENT PROTECTIONS
If properly implemented, certain statutory schemes concerning indigent drivers
can provide adequate protection for the drivers most impacted by license suspensions. Generally, states implement one of three schemes concerning protections
for indigent drivers, general protections for indigent individuals, driver specific
protections, and no protections.

A. General Protections for Indigent Drivers
Some states, such as Oregon, have general protections for indigent individuals
to protect them from court costs or other fines which extend the state’s driver’s
license suspension programs.
Oregon allows broad protections for indigent drivers; however, the implementation of these protections are not mandatory and are left to the discretion of judges.19
In Oregon, after an individual receives a citation for a traffic violation, the driver
must either pay the fine, make an appearance in person, or request a trial.20 While
the Oregon statute outlines minimum fines for various classes of violations, the
statute allows a court to defer, waive, suspend, or otherwise reduce the fine for a
violation if otherwise provided by law.21 Further, the statute provides that judgments
may include “Remission of any balance of a presumptive fine to the defendant”22
and stipulates that,
[I]f the court orders restitution in a default judgment entered under ORS
(Entry) 153.102, a defendant may allege an inability to pay the full amount
of monetary sanctions imposed, including restitution, and request a hearing
to determine whether the defendant is unable to pay or to establish a payment schedule by filing a written request with the court within one year after
the entry of the judgment. The court shall set a hearing on the issue of the
defendant’s ability to pay upon receipt of the request and shall give notice to
the district attorney. The district attorney shall give notice to the victim of
the date, time and place of the hearing. The court may determine a payment
schedule for monetary sanctions imposed, including restitution ordered under
this subsection, if the defendant establishes at the hearing that the defendant
is unable to pay the ordered restitution in full.23

Additionally, “[a] judge may suspend operation of any part of a judgment entered
under this chapter upon condition that the defendant pay the non-suspended portion
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of a fine within a specified period of time.”24 While there is no requirement that
individuals are notified of the possibility of a payment plan, “several Oregon courts
. . . do consider a person’s indigency and will offer a payment plan.”25
If traffic violation fines are not paid, Oregon courts may use a private collection
agency26 or issue a notice of suspension to the DMV, directing the DMV to order a
defendants’ driving privileges restricted.27 Although Oregon does not require courts
to consider an individual’s ability to pay when imposing fines that can ultimately
result in driver’s license suspension, the Mendoza Court found that the courts do
have flexibility in their administration of these fines and that judges have the option
to provide relief to individuals who cannot afford to pay.28

B. Driving Specific Protections
Other states, such as Texas, North Carolina, and Minnesota, have protections
for indigent drivers directly built into their driver’s license suspension programs.

Texas
Until its recent repeal on September 1, 2019, the Driver Responsibility Program
(“DRP”) was Texas’ driver’s license suspension program. The Texas legislature
created the DRP to deter continued traffic violations and to promote public safety29
by imposing surcharges through two systems: a conviction-based system and a
points-based system.30 Under the conviction-based system, surcharges were automatically imposed if a driver was convicted of a specific offense.31 For example, if
a driver was convicted of a DWI (first conviction), a surcharge of $1,000 per year
was imposed by the DRP for three years.32 Under the points-based system, drivers
accumulated points for traffic offenses such as speeding violations or for using a
cellphone while driving.33 If a driver accumulated six or more points in three years,
surcharges were imposed by the DRP.34
When drivers did not pay the surcharge or agree to an installment plan, the
DRP automatically suspended their driver’s license.35 However, the DRP waived
surcharges for indigent drivers who qualified by showing that they lived at or below
125 percent of the federal poverty level.36 Drivers who were not indigent but who
made less than 300 percent of the federal poverty level could receive a 50 percent
surcharge reduction if they could not pay their full surcharge amount.37
When drivers received traffic citations that added “points” under the DRP
program, the citation informed drivers of the possibility of receiving additional
surcharges.38 When a driver received a fifth point on his or her license, the DRP sent
a notice warning the driver that an additional point would result in a surcharge.39 If
drivers received a sixth point and a surcharge was imposed, the DRP sent another
notice containing the total amount and due date of the surcharge, the details of an
installment plan, and the consequences for failing to pay.40 Forty-five days later, a
follow-up notice was sent,41 and sixty days after that, a third notice was sent advising the individual that his or her driver’s license had been suspended.42
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North Carolina
North Carolina currently implements a similar program with similar protections
for indigent drivers. However, the notice regarding these protections provided to
drivers in North Carolina is less than the notice that was provided by the Texas
scheme. North Carolina courts are required to report those who fail to pay a fine
to the DMV, and the DMV is then required to revoke his or her driver’s license.43
Despite this requirement, individuals have the opportunity for relief if they “demonstrate to the court that their failure to pay the penalty, fine, or cost was not willful
and that they are making a good faith effort to pay or that the penalty, fine, or costs
should be remitted.”44 However, there is no requirement to notify individuals of this
option and the challenge brought in North Carolina alleged that the notice provided
to individuals regarding their license suspension indicated that the citation must
be paid in full or their license would be suspended.45 It is clear that relief options
that may be available to indigent drivers are not effectively implemented as over
1.2 million individuals in North Carolina currently have their license suspended or
revoked.46 About 263,000 of these suspensions are the result of individual’s failure
to pay traffic fines, and roughly 827,000 of them resulted from failing to appear in
court.47 The lack of adequate protection provided by the North Carolina scheme is
evidenced by local fixes that have been implemented in the state.48

Minnesota
In Minnesota, as state legislatures consider bills ending driver’s license suspensions for unpaid fines,49 more than fifty thousand individuals have suspended
driver’s licenses solely for failing to pay traffic fines.50 Currently, an individual in
Minnesota failing to appear in court for a traffic citation or failing to pay a traffic
fine, must have their driver’s license suspended.51 However, five cities in Minnesota
have enacted pilot programs that allow drivers with suspended driver’s licenses to
have their licenses reinstated after “[b]ill proponents testified that suspending a
driver’s license for unpaid traffic tickets often leads to job loss and mounting debt
without improving public safety.”52 Additionally, there is strong support for making these pilot programs state-wide and permanent.53 If these programs become
permanent, and the bills pending in the state legislatures do not pass, Minnesota
would have a statutory scheme which continued to suspend individual’s driver’s
licenses for nonpayment, but that also allowed individuals to enter into payment
plans through the reinstatement programs to have their licenses reinstated.

C. No Protections
States such as Michigan and Montana offer no protections for indigent drivers
facing license suspension.
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Michigan
In Michigan, an individual who receives a civil infraction for a traffic violation can receive an additional judge-ordered cost of one-hundred dollars and a
mandatory justice system assessment of forty dollars.54 After twenty-eight days,
an additional twenty percent late fee is added to any remaining balance,55 and the
court must notify the individual that their failure to appear or comply with an
order or judgment of the court (including the failure to pay all fines) will result
in the immediate suspension of their driver’s license.56 Once individuals’ licenses
are suspended, they are notified by mail and informed that they are subject to up
to ninety-three days imprisonment, a fine of up to one-hundred dollars, or both,
if they default on their misdemeanor charge as a result of their nonpayment or
failure to appear.57
For reinstatement, drivers must pay all of the underlying debt and a fortyfive dollar driver’s license clearance fee for each unpaid ticket, and if they are caught
driving on a suspended license, they can face additional fines and imprisonment.58
Within fourteen days of the license suspension, an individual may file a written
appeal with the Secretary of State who appoints a hearing officer.59 The hearing
officer’s decision may be petitioned to the circuit court who may set aside the prior
determination “if it finds inter alia that the individual’s ‘substantial rights have
been prejudiced because the determination is . . . [i]n violation of the Constitution
of the United States[.]’”60

Montana
Before a recent change in the law, the Motor Vehicle Division (“MVD”) of the
Montana Department of Justice automatically suspended individuals’ driver’s
licenses who failed to pay court-ordered fines regardless of whether the failure to
pay was due to that individual’s indigence.61 Then, drivers must pay a one-hundred
dollar fee to the MVD before their license could be reinstated, unless the court
found the person indigent.62 Montana law dictated the eligibility and determination of indigence based on gross household income being equal to or less than 133
percent of the federal poverty level.63 However, the statute was enacted for the
purpose of determining whether one had the right to a public defender, and was
simply extended to waive the license reinstatement fee for indigent drivers—not for
earlier incurred fees.64 Further, this protection did not extend to protect an indigent
driver from having his or her license suspended for a failure to pay65 —it only applied to the license reinstatement after an individual’s license had been suspended.
Instead, Montana’s statute dictated that the suspension of a driver’s license was
mandatory once the MVD received a report from the court which states that the
individual failed to pay owed fines, costs, or restitution as provided by statute.66
Inquiry by Montana courts were into an individual’s ability to pay prior to informing the MVD that the person had failed to pay his or her debt was discretionarily,67
and the notice provided to individuals regarding their license suspension was not
required to include notice of their right to a hearing.68
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II. CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES
Challenges have been brought throughout the United States against various
driver’s license suspension programs. These challenges focus on claims of facial
and as-applied violations of due process and equal protection.

A. Procedural Due Process
Procedural due process challenges are raised under the Fourteenth Amendment
and allege that that the suspension processes states have implemented do not afford
individuals “the opportunity to be heard.” 69 Procedural due process—as opposed
to substantive due process—is the applicable standard here as driver’s license
suspension only raises a property-based interest.70 Generally, under a procedural
due process standard, individuals that stand to lose a property interest are entitled
to some form of notice and some form of procedure.71 Therefore, procedural due
process entitles those facing suspension of their driver’s license “the opportunity to
be heard.”72 The sufficiency of the form of notice and form of procedure provided
is evaluated using the Mathews test:
First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second,
the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures
used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural
safeguards; and finally, the Government’s interest, including the function
involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or
substitute procedural requirement would entail.73

Procedural Due Process: Facial Challenge
Facial challenges to procedural due process allege that driver’s license suspension programs, on their face, are inadequate to fulfill the constitutional due process
needed.74 Such challenges allege that individuals hold a protected property interest
in their driver’s licenses and their ability to drive legally.75 Challenges on this basis
also allege that these programs are unconstitutionally vague because they fail to
provide notice on how to utilize indigency protections; they fail to give notice to
the state regarding proper enforcement of wealth-based relief; and because the
notice provided fails to define key terms to facilitate adequate procedural protections for indigent drivers.76
The arguments against these claims focus on the Mathews balancing test, and
while states do admit that drivers hold a property interest in their driver’s licenses,
they maintain that individuals do not have a fundamental liberty interest in their
ability to drive.77 Additionally, states assert that their programs provides drivers
with sufficient notice prior to license suspension, that there is a meaningful opportunity to be heard as to a driver’s inability to pay, and that the risk of errone-
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ous suspension is low.78 Last, states argue that they have a strong interest in their
enforcement of their driver’s license suspension programs.79
Courts follow Hoffman Estates80 to address these claims, first determining
whether these license suspension programs reach a substantial amount of constitutionally protected conduct.81 It is well established that an individual’s license is
recognized as a property interest that may not be taken away without due process
of law.82 However, most courts agree with the Mendoza Court in holding that
there is no fundamental right implicated by the suspension of driver’s licenses
under state programs.83 While drivers do hold a property interest in their driver’s
licenses, this is not a constitutionally fundamental right, and so, the overbreadth
challenges typically fail.84
Moving to claims that these programs are unconstitutionally vague, drivers must
demonstrate that “no set of circumstances exists under which the Act would be
valid.”85 Most courts find that drivers cannot show that these programs are invalid
under all circumstances, and therefore, that the government has a legitimate state
interest in suspending driver’s licenses for unpaid fines.86 Therefore, facial due
process challenges typically fail.87

Procedural Due Process: As-Applied Challenge
As-applied challenges to procedural due process allege that the notice and
implementation of driver’s license suspension programs and the available options
for indigent drivers is inadequate to fulfill the due process requirements needed to
deprive individuals of their property interest in their driver’s license.88
In Texas and Oregon, challenges alleged that driver’s due process rights were
violated on two grounds: There was no meaningful process calculated to avoid
discriminatory or erroneous deprivation; and states failed to conduct individualized assessments into lower-income individuals’ financial status and ability to pay
before either automatically setting monthly installment rates or refusing to offer a
payment plan.89 The challenges also alleged that by failing to give adequate notice
of the indigency protections and by operating reduction programs automatically
without notice or opportunity to be heard regarding ability to pay those amounts,
driver’s due process rights are violated.90 In Texas, the state asserted that drivers
have failed to allege that these suspension programs do anything other than follow the constitutionally sufficient procedures laid out in the programs and point to
drivers who have taken advantage of the alternatives available to indigent drivers
as evidence.91
The Mathews test is also used to evaluate as-applied claims. The first Mathews
factor addresses the private interest at stake.92 Courts recognize that driver’s licenses
are a substantial interest that may not be taken away without due process of law.93
However, the Mendoza court found that Oregon’s license suspension program did
not implicate any fundamental right.94 This is consistent with the Supreme Court,
which has stated that “The duration of any potentially wrongful deprivation of a
property interest is an important factor in assessing the impact of official action on
the private interest involved.”95 However, the Court has also held that the “interest
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[in a driver’s license] is not so great as to require us ‘to depart from the ordinary
principle […] that something less than an evidentiary hearing is sufficient prior to
adverse administrative action.’”96
The second Mathews factor examines “the risk of an erroneous deprivation of
such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards.”97 The Jessup and Mendoza courts
found that there was little risk of erroneous deprivation because the suspensions
were triggered by the objective act of nonpayment of fines.98 Additionally, the Jessup court found that because drivers were provided an opportunity for a hearing
prior to revocation, the risk of erroneous deprivation was substantially alleviated
or even eliminated.99 Therefore, because a driver’s license suspension does not implicate a fundamental constitutional right, courts find due process does not require
a hearing to determine indigency prior to the suspension of a driver’s license.100 The
second Mathews factor also examines whether procedures or lack thereof increase
or mitigate the risk of erroneous deprivations.101 The challenge in Texas alleged
that the notice of license suspension is inadequate for many reasons including its
inconspicuous placement among other text, its lack of definitions, and the lack of
information concerning alternative payment options.102 In Oregon, the challenge
alleged that pre-suspension notices were inadequate because they did not inform
drivers of their right to object to their license suspension, request a reduced fine,
or enter into a payment plan.103
While examining the governmental interest at issue, the Supreme Court has
explained that fiscal and administrative burden and efficiency is not a “controlling weight,” but that these are still factors that must be weighed.104 In many cases,
driver’s license suspension programs were enacted to deter continued traffic violations and to promote public safety,105 and the Jessup court agreed that the government had an interest in avoiding the fiscal and administrative burden that would
result from a predetermination hearing in every case.106 Additionally, many of these
programs were enacted, at least partially, to collect additional state revenue which
was used for various purposes including trauma centers.107
When weighing all of these factors, the District Court in Pennsylvania held that
driver’s procedural due process rights had not been violated because the plaintiffs
had the opportunity to appeal the suspensions.108 With a more in-depth analysis,
the Jessup court found that while the Official Notice provided to drivers does not
provide notice that an individual can prevent his or her license revocation by showing indigency, the Official Notice does cite directly to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 20-24.1,
which does provide notice that license revocation can be prevented by showing
indigency.109 Therefore, the Jessup Court denied Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary
injunction, concluding that success on the merits was unlikely.110
However, some courts have found that drivers have stated a plausible as-applied
claim when arguing that their state’s driver’s license suspension program violates
due process rights due to erroneous depravation, lack of adequate notice, or lack
of opportunity to be heard on the matter of ability to pay.111 Therefore, these claims
are sometimes permitted to go forward.112
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B. Equal Protection and Fundamental Fairness: Applicable Law
Challenges also allege that these programs violate protections afforded by the
Fourteenth Amendment under the principles established in Bearden v. Georgia,
arguing that these principles also extend to driver’s licenses.
In Bearden, the petitioner pled guilty to burglary and theft and was sentenced
to probation on the condition that he pay the imposed fines.113 There, the petitioner
could not afford to pay the fines and was sentenced to prison for failing to pay.114 The
Supreme Court held that prior to the imprisonment of an individual for failure to
pay, a determination must be made as to whether that individual was able to make
the payments or whether an adequate alternative form of punishment existed.115 The
Court reasoned that the principles of due process and equal protection converge
in cases such as this and that “if the probationer has made all reasonable efforts
to pay the fine or restitution, and yet cannot do so through no fault of his own, it
is fundamentally unfair to revoke probation automatically without considering
whether adequate alternative methods of punishing the defendant are available.”116
Challenges also attempt to use indigency protections established in Griffen and
M.L.B to argue that suspending an indigent individual’s driver’s license for failure
to pay fines is fundamentally unfair.
In Griffin, indigent defendants were denied a free transcript of their trial proceedings—which were required to appeal their cases.117 The Supreme Court held
that this denial of adequate review for the poor may result in lost life, liberty, or
property and that indigent defendants must be afforded as adequate an appellate
review as defendants who have enough money to purchase transcripts.118
In M.L.B., a mother was denied an appeal of the termination of her parental
rights because she could not afford the required record preparation fees.119 The
Court held that the state’s authority to terminate parental rights implemented a
right that was “sufficiently fundamental to come within the finite class of liberty
interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.”120 As such, the state could not
withhold proper appellate review of the termination of her parental rights because
of her inability to pay.121 However, the Court also recognized that, although the
principal adopted in Griffin is not limited to cases where imprisonment is at stake,
the waiver of court fees in civil cases is the exception, not the general rule, and that
the “Court has refused to extend Griffin to the broad array of civil cases” which
involved “state controls or intrusions on family relationships.”122
These cases illustrate how the fundamental fairness principle that arises at the
intersection of equal protection and due process has been applied to protect the
indigent when the fundamental right to be free from incarceration and the fundamental right to access the courts are at stake.

Equal Protection & Fundamental Fairness Constitutional Challenges
Challenges against driver’s license suspension programs attempt to extend this
fundamental fairness principle, raising claims of facial equal protection violations
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under Bearden, traditional equal protection violations, and as-applied violations
of the intersection of equal protection and fundamental fairness principles under
Bearden.
Facial challenges to equal protection under Bearden and as-applied traditional
equal protection challenges allege that driver’s license suspension programs are
enforced without adequate guidelines to protect impoverished individuals from
losing their licenses solely because they are too poor to pay fines.123 Additionally,
they allege that these programs disadvantage impoverished drivers, that there are
not exceptions for individuals whose nonpayment is involuntary, that there are no
protections to ensure impoverished individuals are not treated more harshly than
wealthier individuals, and that there is not adequate protection to ensure impoverished individuals are not subjected to punitive sanctions.124 These challenges allege
that impoverished drivers are discriminated against by these programs because they
lack access to information, resources, or immediately available sums of money,
and that states fail to reinstate licenses for individuals on payment plans.125 Challenges allege that there is no rational connection to any legitimate government
interest in suspending licenses for nonpayment, and that license suspension is
effected simply because these individuals are poor.126 Last, challenges allege that
these programs discriminate against impoverished drivers on the basis of wealth
status by suspending their licenses for non-payment.127 As such, challenges argue
for the extension of Bearden and Griffin principles that prevent punitive action
based solely on one’s inability to pay.128

Equal Protection and Fundamental Fairness under Bearden: AsApplied Challenges
Challenges alleging violations of equal protection and fundamental fairness
principles established under Bearden argue that the Due Process and Equal
Protection clauses come together to guarantee a right to fundamental fairness in
government processes used against them, particularly in the context of protection
against poverty-based punitive actions.129 In Texas, this challenge further alleged
that these programs suspend licenses solely as a penalty for failure to pay a monetary amount and not for public or traffic reasons, and that this action violates “the
Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of fundamental fairness and the Supreme
Court’s proscription against government-enforced penalties or disadvantages that
result from one’s poverty.”130
States defend these programs against equal protection challenges on five grounds.
First, that Bearden is not applicable to driver’s licenses (a property interest), because
Bearden dealt with a fundamental liberty interest (the interest not to be incarcerated), and therefore, Bearden does not extend to civil penalties.131 Second, that the
imposition of a fine is distinct from depriving individuals of their liberty solely
because they cannot pay and that Bearden does not establish that it is fundamentally unfair to deprive someone of a property interest because they cannot pay a
fine associated with that interest.132 Third, states argue that challenges must show
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that different classifications of similarly situated persons were treated differently
under the statute to be successful, and that indigent drivers were actually treated
preferentially because of the alternative payment options available to them.133
Fourth, because no suspect class or fundamental right is targeted, these programs
must pass only a rational basis analysis, and that rational basis is satisfied because
the states suspend driver’s licenses to “[f]acilitate the payment of civil penalties in
the hopes of deterring future traffic violations and unsafe driving.”134 Last, states
assert that heightened scrutiny is inapplicable here because, unlike in San Antonio
Indep. Sch. District., these programs do not cause an absolute deprivation because
they provides indigent drivers alternative payment systems.135

Courts’ Application of Fundamental Fairness Argument to Driver’s
License Suspensions.
Decisions concerning fundamental fairness and license suspension programs
have largely held that Bearden applies only when a fundamental right such as the
right to be free from incarceration or the right of access to the courts has been
denied due to indigency.136 “This construal of Bearden comes perilously close to
an argument that courts must apply a higher standard of scrutiny to statutory classifications based on indigency – a principle the Supreme Court has ‘repeatedly’
rejected in favor of rational basis analysis.”137 Courts that have addressed similar
challenges have largely followed San Antonio School District, holding that wealthclassification alone does not trigger strict scrutiny.138 Ultimately, most courts hold
that because there is no fundamental right or interest at stake in these challenges
and because there is no discrimination of a suspect class, the license suspension
programs must only pass a rational basis analysis,139 and that “the rational basis
test does not require laws to be narrowly tailored to accomplish the state’s ends.”140
Because these programs have a rational basis, most courts find that there is no
violation of equal protection under Bearden, and these claims are often dismissed.
Regarding challenges under the fundamental fairness doctrine, the Supreme
Court has only applied this fundamental fairness doctrine where a person’s fundamental right to be free from incarceration or fundamental right of access to the
courts has been denied because of their indigency.141 Referring to the fundamental
right to liberty and access to the courts, the Mendoza Court explained:
None of those rights or interests are present here. As the Fowler I court recognized, the Griffin/Bearden line of cases does not establish “that it is fundamentally unfair in a constitutional sense . . . or a state to deprive a person of
a property interest-such as a driver’s license-because of the person’s inability
to pay a fine associated with that interest.” . . . The court analogized to a state
legally foreclosing on a residence for failure to pay property taxes. Such action
may lead to the homeowner becoming homeless but, the state’s ‘action is not
barred by the Due Process Clause.’ To be sure, the Fowler I court explained,
it is unfair and unwise to deprive individuals of their driver’s licenses because
of an inability to pay. But it is not ‘unfair’ in a constitutional sense. Absent a
fundamental right or suspect class, the government must act only rationally
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and afford certain procedural protections before the deprivation of a protected
interest. Putting aside the procedural issue, which the court addressed later,
the court concluded that the plaintiffs’ “fundamentally unfair” argument
based on Griffin/Bearden was not likely to succeed.142

Using the same analysis as that in the Facial Challenge to Equal Protection,
Courts typically hold that the implementation of these programs is clearly a legitimate state interest and passes rational basis analysis. As such, the challenges are
often dismissed for failing to plausibly plead that the DRP violates equal protection
and fundamental fairness under Bearden.143
As courts must also evaluate traditional equal protection claims under rational
basis, these claims are also typically dismissed.

III. ATTEMPTED SOLUTIONS
There are a range of potential legislative fixes to some of the problems that
arise from driver’s license suspension programs. Some states have initiated entire
repeals of their driver’s license suspension programs regarding suspension for
non-payment of fines, while others have taken more pinpointed approaches, addressing specific problem areas or groups that are especially vulnerable to license
suspensions. Some states have even indicated their unwillingness to address the
problem, and their current statutory schemes remain in place. There are benefits
and drawbacks to each of these approaches, and ultimately, a combination of the
best aspects of these approaches is needed to provide any significant and long-term
improvements to these programs.

Entire Repeal
Some state legislatures, such as Texas, California, and Montana, have entirely
repealed their driver’s license suspension programs.144 Many of these repeals have
been enacted by legislatures acting under pressure from pending lawsuits which
gained significant media attention and placed additional pressure on the state.145
With the passage of H.B. 0217, Montana no longer suspends driver’s licenses
solely for a failure to pay.146 Proponents of the bill explain that “[n]inety percent of
Montanans use a car to get to their job[.]”147 Thus, proponents argue that suspending the driver’s licenses of Montana residents obstructs “their avenue to bettering
their life, [and that suspending licenses is] an incentive for people not to improve
their lives.”148 However, the change is not necessarily a dramatic shift as judges still
have the power to suspend driver’s licenses for failing to appear.149 Representative
Casey Knudsen, the law’s main sponsor, explains: “[I]f you’re going to suspend
somebody’s license, you actually have to send out a notice-to-appear—then, if
they fail to appear, [a Montana judge] can suspend the license[.]”150 Additionally,
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the change does not appear to have had as large of an impact when compared to
other states that have repealed driver’s license suspensions for failure to pay traffic
fines.151 Anne Peterson, a Helena Municipal Court judge, requires drivers applying for reinstatement to appear in court to explain why they have not paid and to
and set up a payment plan.152 Judge Peterson also reports that she thought that the
license suspension was “a useful tool” to compel payment of fines, and that these
fines may now be sent to a collection agency or the state Revenue Department if
they cannot be collected.153
While Texas’ motion to dismiss in Rodriguez v. Mach was pending judgment,
Governor Greg Abbot signed a law to repeal the program.154 After unanimously
passing the Texas Senate, the repeal went into effect on September 1, 2019155 and
the Texas Department of Public Safety reinstated all driver privileges that had
previously been suspended solely for having unpaid “surcharges.”156 This repeal did
not include a refund of any payments that individuals had made prior to September
1, 2019 and any suspensions that had resulted from the nonpayment of surcharges
remain on that individual’s driving record.157 According to the Department of
Public Safety,
634,933 people will automatically have their suspensions lifted when HB
2048 is enacted, because they have no other fees or underlying suspensions;
350,027 people will have their suspensions lifted when HB 2048 is enacted
after paying a reinstatement fee; and 398,163 people will be eligible to have
their suspensions lifted after they resolve other non-DRP reasons for their
license suspension, such as failure to pay or appear.158

While entire repeals of driver’s license suspensions for failure to pay have resulted
in the reinstatement of thousands of individual’s driver’s licenses, these repeals
were enacted fairly recently and the long-term effects of these repeals have not yet
been fully realized.159 In Texas, in order to mitigate the loss of income from the
DRP programs, initial fines for specific offenses, such as DWIs were raised, and all
traffic tickets will increase by twenty dollars.160 Additionally, insurance prices will
go up by about two dollars per year.161 This one-hundred to three-hundred percent
increase in fines appears likely to continue to cause problems for indigent drivers.162
While the non-payment of these fines will no longer result in license suspensions,
criminal justice advocates are worried about the effects of the cost increase.163 As
evidenced by the issues that arose during the original DRP program, many of Texas’
lowest-income drivers could not afford to pay the fines and fees that were incurred
under the old program.164 By increasing traffic fines, Texas’ lowest-income drivers
may still become trapped in debt by these fines.165 The repeal does grant judges the
power to waive these fees for low-income drivers, but as seen under the DRP and
in states such as North Carolina, the presence of this option does not mean that
judges will necessarily utilize it.166
Prior to its repeal, the DRP program directed roughly seventy million dollars
annually to state trauma centers.167 Statewide, the increased fines are predicted to
net an additional 6.8 million dollars for trauma centers over the next two years,
which, if properly implemented, would be positive for these centers and for Texas
citizens.168
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However, it is also worth noting that the DRP program was not the only program
affecting driver’s licenses in Texas. The Omni program prevents individuals from
renewing their driver’s license if they fail to appear for court dates or fail to pay
judgments ordered by the court.169 Bills to reform the program have been introduced
in the Texas House and Senate170 but have not progressed and are not predicted to
succeed.171 The Department of Public Safety estimates that, even after the repeal
of the DRP, nearly one million individuals will be unable to renew their driver’s
license due to the Omni Program.172
These entire repeals would solve what were ultimately bureaucracy problems
and problems with individuals not taking advantage of their available options.
The original DRP program contained multiple options for indigent drivers, from
surcharge waivers to payment plans, clearly outlined in the program itself.173 While
the judicial challenge argued that the notice of these opportunities provided to
drivers was inadequate, the notice and information provided was much clearer
and more substantial than that in many states whose courts have ruled such notice
and protections adequate.174 The failure ultimately laid in the implantation of these
options, and the repeal of the DRP does little to address this failure.175 Instead,
with increases in fines, it is unlikely that the drivers who were caught in a cycle
of debt under the DRP will fare any better under the new program.176 While their
licenses will not be as vulnerable to suspension, they will still be burdened with
the larger traffic fines, and it appears unlikely that judges will begin to efficiently
waive fines for those unable to pay or that indigent individuals will suddenly begin
to take advantage of the options available to them.
There is also a legitimate argument that driving is a privilege and not a right.
The challenge to the DRP argued that those who can afford to pay traffic citations are not subject to the cycle of debt that low-income drivers are, but there is
no argument that these traffic citations were improperly issued.177 While it may
be true that those who can afford to pay their fines incurred while driving are not
subject to financial ruin, some feel that those who receive traffic citations ought
to pay them and see no reason for these traffic citations to be waived simply based
on one’s indigency—after all, a traffic offense was committed.178 There is also an
argument that the state needs the backstop measure of a driver’s license suspension to enforce driving laws.179 If individuals didn’t pay their fees under threat of a
license suspension, the problem may get worse when their license is not on the line.180

Narrow Fixes
Other jurisdictions have taken more pinpointed approaches by changing the
state’s license suspension program to exclude the suspension of licenses solely for
unpaid fines or solely for unpaid fines for those who have shown they are unable
to pay, or by providing relief to specific vulnerable groups.
Washington D.C., through the Council of the District of Columbia, ended driver’s
license suspensions for unpaid traffic debts or for failing to appear for a traffic violation and required the D.C. DMV to reinstate driver’s licenses that were suspended
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for failure to pay or failure to appear.181 As of March 2019, over 65,000 people have
had their suspended Washington D.C. driver’s license reinstated through this program182 which allows individuals to pay off their fines through community service.183
These changes in D.C. also double the amount of time that a fine must remain unpaid before the fine doubles, however, the original size of fines remains unchanged.
184
This raises questions regarding the long-term effect this change will have on
the city’s collection of fines, as they no longer have the last resort of suspending
a driver’s license to induce payment and because individual’s now have twice as
long to pay before their fines are increased.185 Another issue that may arise from
this repeal was noted by the president of the nonprofit advocate, Tzedek DC, Ariel
Levinson-Waldman.186 Waldman comments that these changes are beneficial for
low income residents but notes that more can still be done as individual’s who owe
more than $101 to the city can be denied license renewal.187
On top of this change, D.C. Mayor, Muriel Bowser, initiated a program which
allowed residents released from prison to have their licenses reinstated despite
existing unpaid traffic debt.188 This program has allowed 250 formerly incarcerated
individuals to legally drive in D.C.,189 which has been shown to be an important
factor in reducing recidivism rates.190
Pinpointed changes such as these can provide enormous relief for certain vulnerable individuals while being good for the community as a whole. By targeting
those who were formerly incarcerated, the D.C. program has shown that the benefits
that come from reducing recidivism by allowing those individuals to drive and
therefore have more options for employment, greatly outweigh the revenue that
may have been collected by attempting to collect unpaid traffic debt from those
individuals.191 As a whole, D.C. has taken significant but limited steps to address
issues that have arisen from driver’s license suspensions.192 In these early stages,
it appears that these steps are limited to only those who owe minor amounts of
money and the changes do not include any measures to close the revenue gap that
may result.193 Ultimately, while some aspects of these fixes are beneficial, their
limited nature will prevent them from solving the largest issues presented by D.C.’s
license suspension scheme.
In Durham, North Carolina, the Durham County District Attorney’s office and
the Durham Innovation Team tackled part of their county’s license suspension
problem with the Durham District Attorney dismissing 2,500 pending charges
that were preventing certain individuals from obtaining their driver’s license.194
The Fines & Fees Justice Center reports that individuals in Durham were able to
check their eligibility for the program using text message and email, and that this
“was a significant factor in the program’s popularity and success.”195 Ryan Smith,
one of the designers of the project explained, “The reality is that when you get
out of prison and you have outstanding charges, even from traffic court, the last
thing you want to do is go back to the courthouse to figure out how to deal with
them. We have to recognize where people are coming from.”196 The program also
canvassed neighborhoods to provide information about the program, stressing that
individual’s didn’t have to take time off work or wait in line to apply.197 While prior
amnesty campaigns without online options or neighborhood canvassing typically
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attracted only fifteen or twenty applicants, this campaign led to more than 2,200
applicants,198 and 793 individuals were found to be eligible for the program.199 Additionally, roughly $260,000 in fines were identified for potential waiver.200 While
Durham’s program is local and is focused on only a small portion of those affected
by license suspensions, this example illustrates how a pinpointed approach—when
considered from the individual’s perspective—can provide dramatic relief.
While limited in scope, Durham County’s program provide important insight
into what is needed to effectively implement fixes and relief for driver’s license
suspension programs. The grassroots organization involved in Durham’s program
got word of potential amnesty out quickly and recognized that, especially for those
already involved in the court system, it was unlikely that that an individual would
return to the courts to have their license reinstated.201 Utilization of these strategies and ideas can be effective for states and cities looking to fix aspects of their
driver’s license suspension programs.202
Likewise, the city of Phoenix developed a local solution to the driver’s license
suspension issues that exist in Arizona. The Compliance Assistance program
allows civil traffic offenders who have had their license suspended for failing to
pay violations to enter into “realistic” payment plans.203 However, this program is
only available in Phoenix and those who have received violations for driving on a
suspended license—even if that suspension resulted from an individual’s nonpayment—are not eligible for the program.204 This limitation excludes a number of
individuals, and while this program has helped many people have their licenses
reinstated, other programs without this limitation have been able to provide relief
for more individuals.205
In Minnesota, the state legislature authorized five cities to establish pilot driver’s
license reinstatement diversion programs which allowed individuals with suspended
or revoked licenses to drive while paying off outstanding fines.206 The programs
were required to have individuals successfully complete educational classes on
driver’s licensure, pay outstanding fines and course participation costs according to
a prosecutor approved schedule, comply with all traffic laws, and provide proof of
insurance.207 Between 2009 and 2018, over 34,000 applications to the pilot programs
were submitted and half were approved.208 Of the twelve-thousand individuals that
participated in the program, forty-three percent completed the program and another
twelve percent are currently participating in good standing.209 The program has
brought in over nine million dollars in revenue from the fines and has received
widespread support for expansion.210
Amy Busse, the Redwood City Attorney voiced support for continuing and
expanding the program explaining that this program “holds [drivers] accountable
and makes them ‘earn’ the privilege of driving.”211 She explained further:
Throughout my years of being a prosecutor, I’ve consistently found that when
a person is given the benefit of the doubt yet is required to put hard work into
achieving an attainable goal, the success rate is MUCH higher because there’s
buy-in and ownership. [The DPP] provides the ability for people to obtain a
valid driving status through hard work while being supported by those who
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are experts in navigating and explaining our sometimes very complex judicial
system.212

Dawn Speltz, the Spring Lake Park City Attorney also expressed her support
for the program, explaining: “The program has . . . promoted judicial efficiency
by removing many [Driving After Revocation] and [Driving After Suspension]
cases from the court system.”213 James Backstrom, the Dakota County Attorney
emphasized that the program “is an effective approach that utilizes intervention
and practical incentives to keep participants on the right track and paying off their
outstanding fines.”214 He adds that “[t]he recidivism rate for individuals who have
completed the three-hours class is exceptional and the program shows great promise
in getting offenders out of the criminal justice system thereby saving money for
taxpayers in the long term.”215 These comments reflect the spreading realization that
providing individuals with individualized options to have their licenses reinstated
and to pay off their debts are largely successful and are beneficial to lower-income
communities. While the requirements and obligations for this program are stricter
than many other programs, working with people as individuals appears to be an
effective tool in the mitigation of the effects of driver’s license suspensions.

No Fix
Other states, even those where license suspensions have caused major hardship,
have refused to address the issue.216 Because many of the constitutional challenges
against these programs fail and because the license suspension programs do bring
in valuable state revenue, some of these states appear unlikely to change their
programs.217
While Durham County, North Carolina has implemented their specific amnesty
program to aid certain individuals whose licenses have been suspended, it is likely
that Durham felt compelled to do so due to the state’s lack of action.218 North Carolina
continues to indefinitely revoke individual’s driver’s licenses for failing to pay traffic
fines or for failing to appear in court.219 In March 2019, U.S. District Judge Thomas
Schroeder dismissed multiple claims in a suit challenging North Carolina’s practice
of suspending the driver’s licenses of individuals for nonpayment, and denied a
request for a preliminary injunction.220 While individuals in North Carolina may
gain relief from fines based on indigency as previously mentioned, it is clear that
this protection is not adequately serving indigent individuals in North Carolina.221
Despite this, it does not appear that any changes to the current scheme are likely.222
Ultimately, because a vast majority of courts agree that existing driver’s license
suspension programs are constitutional when challenged under due process and
equal protection, states such as North Carolina are free to keep their current schemes
in place.223 However, for many reasons, this is often not a good option.
When looking at the impact on an individual’s financials, a New Jersey study
found that forty-two percent of individuals who had their driver’s license suspended
lost their job as a result of their license suspension.224 Forty-five percent of those
who lost their jobs were unable to find another job and eighty-eight percent of
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those who did find another job reported decreased wages.225 This is supported by
data concerning ninety-six large metro areas which suggests that high-poverty
neighborhoods have experienced pronounced declines in job proximity.226 When
looking at this data, the downstream impact of license suspensions is significant,
and actually quite evident. Because jobs tend to be located further away from
low-income neighborhoods and because individuals in low-income neighborhoods
are the most likely to have their driver’s license suspended for failing to pay a
fine, these individuals are significantly more likely to lose their job as a result of
a license suspension.227
On a larger economic scale, enforcement of driver’s license suspension programs
places a significant burden on state and local governments. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, seventy-five percent of Americans
continue driving after having their license suspended.228 If keeping dangerous
drivers off the road is a main goal of state driver’s license suspension programs, the
data clearly suggests that suspending an individual’s driver’s license for failing to
pay fines does little to attain this goal.229 Additionally, “[a]rresting and prosecuting
people for driving on a suspended license drains law enforcement resources and
does not enhance public safety.”230 The American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators report, Best Practices Guide to Reduce Suspended Drivers, found
that “the costs of arresting, processing, administering, and enforcing social nonconformance related driver license suspensions create a significant strain on budgets
and other resources and detract from highway and public safety priorities.”231 The
Report on Traffic Court Inequality in California explains:
Officers who pull over a suspended driver must respond to that offense with
a citation, and then later with a court appearance on the ticket. This process
takes the officer away from the field, leaving a gap in law enforcement presence and services. In addition, counties must bear the costs of punishing
people for these offenses.232

In Colorado, the DMV determined that their staff spends 8,566 hours annually
dealing with license suspensions that resulted from non-driving offenses such as
non-payment of fines.233
The impact of these programs on court systems and social services agencies is
also significant. The Report on Traffic Court Inequality in California explains:
“Processing cases involving driving with a suspended license contributes to undue burdens on the court system, including backlogs and costs associated with
arraignment and trial, as well as administrative and security costs.”234 The report
also describes the burden on states and employers that arises through increased
unemployment compensation for those who have lost their jobs, and increased
reliance on public benefits.235

IV. PROPOSALS FOR STATES
For many, an entire repeal of a state driver’s license suspension scheme may
seem attractive. However, repealing schemes often increases fees associated with
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traffic citations, and there is no reason to think that those drivers who defaulted
on their fines under existing schemes will fare better under an entire repeal when
citation fines increase. Instead, solutions to the problems created by driver’s license
suspension programs should focus on accessibility, indigent protection, communication, options, and making information concerning these options more available.
Utilizing the internet to provide information to drivers regarding their options and
the ability to take advantage of these options without having to physically go to
the courthouse or DMV will provide significant relief for many individuals who
suffer under current license suspension schemes, and community service should
be added as a payment option for indigent drivers, which will provide relief for
those who simply cannot afford to make payments on fines.
Additionally, states should focus on reforming parts of their existing programs
to ensure that the programs’ overall goal is public safety—not revenue generation.
There is no “three-step-fix” for these programs, but instead, numerous measures,
protections, and options must be built into these programs to allow states to maintain
the safety of their roads by maintaining the ultimate penalty of the suspension of
an individual’s driver’s license,236 but providing meaningful and realistic options
for drivers who need them. While judicial challenges to the notice provided to
drivers has largely proved futile as courts generally agreed that these schemes are
constitutional,237 this does not mean that current notification procedures adequately
inform drivers of their liabilities and options.238 Additionally, a deeper look at
constitutional challenges brought under the excessive fines clause may be more
successful than equal protection or traditional due process challenges.239
Focusing on the notice itself, when a driver receives a traffic citation which
may subject them to a license suspension, the citation should clearly convey to
individuals that there are multiple options available if they cannot afford to pay
the full amount of their citation at that time. As demonstrated by the success of the
Durham Amnesty Program, individuals are much more likely to take advantage
of programs if they don’t have to physically go to the courthouse or DMV.240 This
demonstrates that online resources should be expanded to provide access to all of
an individual’s options concerning a traffic citation. Traffic citations should direct
individuals to a website, as many of them already do for payment purposes, where
they will be able to take advantage of their options for handling their citation without
having to miss work or spend the day in government buildings. This online portal
should not only allow full payment of a fine but should also allow individuals to
set up a payment plan, request a date change for any required court appearances,
and provide an explanation for missed court appearances.241
Addressing the options available for individuals who cannot afford to pay the full
price of their traffic citation, states should expand their options for these individuals
to include realistic payment plans, fee reductions, and a community service option,
with the possibility of wage garnishment being utilized before license suspension.
While payment plans exist in many states, a common complaint is that the payments
established under these plans remain too expensive for many individuals.242 States
should enact payment plans based on a sliding scale, which sets realistic terms that
individuals will be able to afford, even on minimal income.243 Suggestions for such
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payment plans include limiting payment to a percentage of an individual’s income
determined by one’s income “bracket,” and allowing individuals to adjust their
payment plans if their financial circumstances change.244 For those individuals who
qualify, partial waivers should also be available, with remaining balances payable
subject the same realistic sliding scale. Last, a community service option should
be available. For those who cannot pay, a community service option to satisfy
their traffic fines can provide invaluable relief while still acting as a deterrent to
continued traffic violations and providing volunteer services to one’s community.245
Even with all these options, states will still encounter individuals who will not
pay. While the line between failure to pay and inability to pay is partially subjective,
implementing the procedures outlined above will ensure that wage garnishment is
only utilized for individuals who have failed to enter into or maintain good standing
on a fair payment plan, or complete the required community service. California
already utilizes bank account and wage garnishment for delinquent vehicle registration payments,246 and the city of Chicago garnished wages of city employees
who failed to pay their parking tickets.247 In these instances, wage garnishment has
proven successful,248 and properly implemented, wage garnishment could ensure
states are able to collect fines when an individual’s nonpayment is voluntary.

CONCLUSION
The suspension of an individual’s driver’s license has effects far more significant
than intended. When utilized as a motivator for fine collection, license suspension
falls on deaf ears for those who cannot afford to pay and inevitably makes their
financial situation bleaker as the loss of their license often means the loss of their job,
making payment even more untenable. Furthermore, individuals overwhelmingly
continue to drive on suspended licenses, putting them at risk for additional fines,
criminal charges, and incarceration. Ultimately, while states do have an interest
in collecting imposed fines, without careful implementation of the protections,
options, and understanding outlined, the costs of these programs far outweigh any
benefits they may bring.
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analyzing other hypothetical applications of the law.” Hoffman Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman
Estates, 455 U.S. 489, 494-95 (1982).
See e.g., Mendoza v. Garrett, 358 F. Supp. 3d 1145, 1171 (D. Or. 2018); see also Fowler, v.
Benson 924 F.3d 247, 259 (6th Cir. 2019); Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d 619, 631 (M.D.N.C.,
2019) appeal docketed, No. 19-1421 (4th Cir. April 19, 2019).
See Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S. 535, 535 (1971); see also Dixon v. Love, 431 U.S. 105, 112 (1977).
See Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d 1145 at 1171; see also Fowler, 924 F.3d 247 at 259; Jessup, 381
F. Supp. 3d 619 at 631. But see Haslam, 303 F. Supp. 3d 585 at 612-619 (Finding that driver’s
license revocation gets closer to the rights afforded special protection by the Constitution).
See Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1171, 1175.
United States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 745 (1987).
Fowler, 924 F.3d at 262; Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1174-75.
See Fowler, 924 F.3d at 258; Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1180.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶¶ 350-59; Mendoza Compl., supra note 74, at ¶¶ 250-57.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶¶ 350-59; Mendoza Compl., supra note 74, at ¶¶ 250-57.
See Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, ¶¶ 353-56; Robinson v. Purkey, 2017 WL 4418134, at
*5 (M.D. Tenn., 2017); Mendoza Compl., supra note 74, at ¶¶ 250-57.
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Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, ¶¶ 13-21.
Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 334 (1976).
Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d 619, 639 (M.D.N.C., 2019) appeal docketed, No. 19-1421
(4th Cir. April 19, 2019); Thomas v. Haslam, 303 F. Supp. 3d 585, 630 (2018); Mendoza, 358
F. Supp. 3d at 1179; See Mackey v. Montrym, 443 U.S. 1, 11 (1979); Bell v. Burson, 402 U.S.
535, 535 (1971); see also Dixon v. Love, 431 U.S. 105, 112 (1977) (explaining that due process
is required to suspend driver’s licenses because it “involves state action that adjudicates
important interests of the licensees).
Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1179.
Mackey, 443 U.S. at 12.
Dixon, 431 U.S. at 113.
Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976).
See Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 643; Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1179.
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 643.
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 643; Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1179-80.
Mathews, 424 U.S. at 335; Johnson, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 642.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶¶ 211-17.
Mendoza Compl., supra note 74, at ¶¶ 96-97.
Mathews, 424 U.S. at 319, 348 (1976).
Rodriguez Mot. to Dismiss, supra, note 29, at 2; Tex. Transp. Code Ann.§ 708.001 et. Seq;
Fowler v. Benson 924 F .3d 247, 262 (6th Cir. 2019); Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1175.
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 644; see also Mackey v. Montrym, 443 U.S. 1, 18 (1979).
See Driver R esponsibility Program: Notice, Texas Department of Public Safety, https://
www.dps.texas.gov/driverlicense/drp.htm [https://perma.cc/L2AX-DJFS]; Trauma Funding
and the Driver R esponsibility P rogram: A n Overview 2018, available at https://www.
lbb.state.tx.us/Documents/Publications/Presentation/5163_DRP_SFC_1_29.pdf [https://
perma.cc/YCN7-5RWR]; Fowler v. Benson 924 F.3d 247, 262 (6th Cir. 2019); Mendoza, 358
F. Supp. 3d at 1175.
Harold v. Richards, 334 F. Supp. 3d 635, 644 (E.D. Pa. 2018) (The Supreme Court has held
that a pre-revocation hearing is not required where the licensee ‘had the opportunity for a full
judicial hearing in connection with each of the traffic convictions on which the [revocation]
decision was based,’ and had not ‘challenged the validity of those convictions or the adequacy
of his procedural rights at the time they were determined.’).
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 646. (The Court noted that City of West Covina v. Perkins, 525 U.S.
234, 240 (1999), dictates that due process is met when individuals can turn to public sources
for notice when those sources describe relevant procedures.); First Amended Class Action
Compl. for Decl. and Inj. Relief at 12, Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d 619 (M.D.N.C. 2019)
(copy of official notice provided to drivers).
Id.
Fowler v. Johnson, Civil Case No. 17-11441, 2017 WL 6379676, at *13 (E.D. Michigan, S.D.,
2017) rev’d sub nom. Fowler, v. Benson 924 F. 3d 247 (6th Cir. 2019).
Id.
Bearden v. Georgia, 461 U.S. 660, 662 (1983).
Id.
Id.
Id. at 665, 668-69.
Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 13 (1956).
Id. at 12, 19.
M.L.B. v. S.L.J., 519 U.S. 102, 106 (1996).
Id. at 103 (quoting Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745, 774 (1982)).
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Id. at 128.
Id. at 113.
Rodriguez Compl. supra note 1, at ¶¶ 360-66; Jessup Compl., supra note 43, at ¶¶ 94-104.
Rodriguez Compl. supra note 1, at ¶¶ 361-66, 372; DiFrancesco Compl., supra note 61, at ¶¶
51-57; Jessup Compl., supra note 43, at ¶¶ 94-104.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶¶ 373-74 DiFrancesco Compl., supra note 61, at ¶¶ 5860; Jessup Compl., supra note 43, at ¶¶ 30-34.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶ 375; DiFrancesco Compl., supra note 61, at ¶ 10; Jessup
Compl., supra note 43, at ¶¶ 118-19.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶¶ 361-66; DiFrancesco Compl., supra note 61, at ¶¶
102-13.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶ 272; DiFrancesco Compl., supra note 61, at ¶ 85.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶ 368; Jessup Compl., supra note 43, at ¶¶ 94-104; Robinson
Compl., supra note 74, at ¶ 10.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶¶ 375.
Rodriguez Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 29, at 23-25; Mendoza Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 77,
at *13; Robinson Support Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 77, at *15; Defendant’s Memorandum
of Law in Support of Judgement on the Pleadings, at *7, Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d
619 (M.D.N.C. 2019) [hereinafter “Jessup Support Judgment on the Pleadings”].
Rodriguez Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 29, at 23-25; Jessup Support Judgment on the Pleadings,
supra note 131, at *7.
Rodriguez Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 29, at 26-27; Mendoza, Mot. to Dismiss, supra note
74, at *13; Robinson, Support Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 77, at *15.
See Rodriguez Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 29, at 27; see also Mendoza Mot. to Dismiss, supra
note 77, at *13-14; Robinson Support Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 77, at *15; Jessup Support
Judgment on the Pleadings, supra note 131, at *7.
San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 20 (1973); Rodriguez Mot. to Dismiss,
supra note 29, at 28; Mendoza, Mot. to Dismiss, supra note 74, at *14.
Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d 619, 629 (M.D.N.C., 2019) appeal docketed, No. 19-1421
(4th Cir. April 19, 2019); Mendoza v. Garrett, 358 F. Supp. 3d 1145, 1171 (2018); Fowler v.
Johnson, 2017 WL 6379676, Civil Case No. 17-11441at *7 (E.D. Michigan, S.D., 2017), rev’d
sub nom., Fowler, v. Benson 924 F.3d 247 (6th Cir. 2019). See Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12,
12 (1956).
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 630 (citing and quoting Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 323-24
(1980)).
San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 29 (1973).
See Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 630; Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1172 (2018); Robinson v.
Purkey, 2017 WL 4418134 at *8 (M.D. Tenn., 2017); Fowler, 924 F.3d at 261.
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 631; see also Van Der Linde Housing, Inc. v. Rivanna Solid Waste
Auth., 507 F. 3d 290, 295 (4th Cir. 2007) ([Rational basis] is not an invitation to scrutinize
either the instrumental rationality of the chosen means … or the normative rationality of the
chosen governmental purpose…).
Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d at 630; Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1171; Griffin, 351 U.S. at 12.
Mendoza, 358 F. Supp. 3d at 1171-72 (citations omitted).
Fowler v. Johnson, No. 17-11441, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 205363, at *9 (E.D. Mich. Dec. 14,
2017), rev’d sub nom. Fowler, v. Benson 924 F.3d 247 (6th Cir. 2019); see also Mendoza, 358 F.
Supp. 3d at 1175-76 (“Based on my determinations that the challenged statute, either facially
or in its application, does not implicate a fundamental constitutional right, does not implicate
a suspect classification, and is rationally related to a legitimate state interest, Plaintiffs are
not likely to succeed on a ‘fundamental fairness’ claim under Griffin/Bearden.”).
See H.B. 2014, 86th Leg. Sess. (Tx. 2019); A.B. 103, (Ca. 2017); H.B. 217, (Mt. 2019).
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Texas enacted its repeal while Rodriguez v. Mach was pending. H.B. 2014, 86th Leg. Sess.
(Tx. 2019). California passed its repeal while a suit against the DMV was pending Rebecca
Miller, California Stopped Suspending Licenses for Failures to Pay Traffic Fines. Why do
Some Drivers who Can’t Pay Still Have Suspended Licenses?, W. Ctr. L. & Poverty (May
13, 2019), https://wclp.org/california-stopped-suspending-licenses-for-failures-to-pay-trafficfines-why-do-some-drivers-who-cant-pay-still-have-suspended-licenses/ [https://perma.cc/
CHF5-ES5Y]).
H.B. 217, 66th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Mont. 2019).
Mike Dennison, New Law Erases MT Courts’ Power to Suspend Licenses for NonPayment of Fines, KPAX (July 6, 2019), https://www.kpax.com/news/2019/07/06/
new-law-erases-mt-courts-power-to-suspend-licenses-for-non-payment-of-fines/.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Compare H.B. 217, 66th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Mont. 2019), with H.B. 2014, 86th Leg., Reg. Sess.
(Tex. 2019).
Id.
Id.; see also Ending Your Debt-Based Driver’s License Suspension, ACLU, https://www.
aclumontana.org/en/suspendedDL (last visited May 15, 2020) (providing general instructions
to Montana residents on how to get their licenses reinstated in lieu of HB 217).
See H.B. 2014, 86th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Tex. 2019).
Arya Sundaram, Texas Senate Passes Bill to Kill Program That Critics Say Can Trap
Poor People in a Cycle of Debt, T ex. T rib. (May 15, 2019), https://www.texastribune.
org/2019/05/15/texas-driver-responsibility-program-could-be-killed-fees-waived/.
See, e.g., Driver Responsibility Program, Tex. Dep’t. Pub. Safety, https://www.dps.texas.gov/
driverlicense/drp.htm (last visited May 15, 2020) (providing notice that Texas has reinstated
driving privileges for a substantial amount of citizens). As Texas explains, “surcharges” are
the fines for violations or accumulations of points that were levied in addition to fines for
the violations themselves. See id.
Driver R esponsibility Program (Surcharge) R epeal FAQ’s, T exas Department of
Public Safety, http://www.dps.texas.gov/DriverLicense/FAQs/drpIndex.htm [https://perma.
cc/JT3F-PTPA].
Payton Weildman, Ending of Driver Responsibility Program Clears Way for 1.5M Licenses
to be Restored in Texas, CBS19 (June 21, 2019), https://www.cbs19.tv/article/news/local/
ending-of-driver-responsibility-program-clears-way-for-15m-licenses-to-be-restored-intexas/501-171e294f-a9cf-46ba-822b-7c600e312f27 [https://perma.cc/DH8K-4BCM].
See, e.g., Troy Closson, Texas’ Driver Responsibility Program Ends Next Month. Here’s What
That Means for You., Tex. Trib. (Aug. 20, 2019), https://www.texastribune.org/2019/08/20/
Texas-driver-responsibility-program-repeal-what-that-means-explained/ (explaining that a
reliable estimate of reinstated licenses is hard to arrive at and raising questions over funding
shortages after reinstatement).
Wei ld m a n , s u p r a not e 158; Mo r g a n Bu r r el l , Te x a s D r i ve r Re s p o n si b ilit y
Program Set to End, ABC7, (June 28, 2019), https://abc7amarillo.com/news/local/
texas-driver-responsibility-program-set-to-end-06-28-2019.
Weildman, supra note 158; Burrell, supra note 160.
Troy Closson, Texas’ Driver Responsibility Program Ends Next Month. Here’s What That
Means For You, (Aug. 20, 2019), https://www.texastribune.org/2019/08/20/Texas-driverresponsibility-program-repeal-what-that-means-explained/ [https://perma.cc/EDL4-6A32].
Id.
Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1, at ¶ 7.
See, e.g., William E. Crozier & Brandon L. Garrett, Driven to Failure: An Empirical Analysis
of Driver’s License Suspension in North Carolina, 69 Duke L.J. 1585, 1604-18 (2020) (pro-
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viding empirical analysis on how class and race affect fines levied against drivers in North
Carolina).
Weildman, supra note 158; See Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d 619, 639 (M.D.N.C., 2019)
appeal docketed, No. 19-1421 (4th Cir. April 19, 2019).
See TETAF, The Texas Trauma System 2 (2015), available at https://tetaf.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/01/TX-Trauma-Sys-11x17_White_Paper.pdf (“While the DRP currently produces about $125 million annually, much of the money is diverted into other programs – such
as Medicaid and medical education – and used to help balance the state budget. DRP fines
and surcharges should be reviewed and modified to improve collection rates and make the
program more effective.”); Robert Hendler, M.D., Texas Trauma Hospitals Need Continued
State Funding, TribTalk (Feb. 19, 2019), https://www.tribtalk.org/2019/02/19/texas-traumahospitals-need-continued-state-funding/ (explaining that, from 2009-2019, Texas provided
$176 million to 283 hospitals with a substantial amount of funding from the DRP).
Weildman, supra note 158.
Cynthia Yue, OmniBase or Omni-Bust: How the Texas Department of Public Safety
Marginalizes the Poor, (Dec. 14, 2018) https://equaljusticeunderlaw.org/thejusticereport/
omnibase-or-omni-bust-how-the-texas-department-of-public-safety-marginalizes-the-poor
[https://perma.cc/D87M-3EQ5].
See S.B. 2189, 86th Leg. Sess. (Tx. 2019-2020); H.B.1372, 86th Leg. Sess. (Tx. 2019-2020).
Sundaram, supra note 155.
Id.
See Tex. Transp. Code Ann. § 708.052-708.158; Tex. Admin. Code Ann. § 15.165.
See generally Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1; See also Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d
619 (M.D.N.C., 2019) appeal docketed, No. 19-1421 (4th Cir. April 19, 2019).
See generally H.B. 2014, 86th Leg. Sess. (Tx. 2019).
For an in-depth analysis of compounding fees and debt, see Crozier &Garrett, supra note
and accompanying text.
E.g. Rodriguez Compl., supra note 1.
Closson, supra note 139 (comment from user “alamo1836” “Driving is a privilege and not a
right. If you don’t follow the law, you should at least have a fine. If you don’t pay the fine, there
should be repercussions and those repercussions should increase the longer you don’t abide
by the system.”); see also Moyer, supra note 167 (comment from user “Chicago Transplant”
“Driving is a privilege, not a right, and comes with responsibilities like obeying the rules.
The speed limit doesn’t change because of the driver’s income….”).
See New Law Erases MT Courts’ Power to Suspend Licenses for Non-Payment of Fines,
supra note 128.
See generally id.
A merican Constitution Society, Discriminatory Driver’s License Suspension Schemes
10 (2019), available at https://www.acslaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/LicenseSuspension-Issue-Brief-Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/J963-CDQG]; see also Justin Moyer,
D.C. Restores Driving Privileges for more than 65,000 People, Wash. Post (Feb. 27, 2019),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/dc-restores-driving-privileges-for-more-than65000-people/2019/02/26/2cf91c50-36bf-11e9-bf56-0b239cba1eb0_story.html#commentswrapper [https://perma.cc/8VFB-FHKK] (“In November, the D.C. DMV reinstated the
licenses of residents and the driving privileges of nonresidents who failed to pay moving
violations or appear at related court hearings. The DMV made the change after the District
passed a law to end such suspensions, which advocates say unfairly punish poor people by
preventing them from getting out of debt.”).
Discriminatory Driver’s License Suspension Schemes, supra note 181 at 10.
Reis Thebault, In D.C., No More License Suspensions For Drivers With Unpaid Tickets,
Wash. Post (July 12, 2018) https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/dc-politics/in-dc-nomore-suspensions-for-drivers-with-unpaid-tickets/2018/07/12/a72cf13a-85e0-11e8-8553a3ce89036c78_story.html [https://perma.cc/F6YR-5ZXT].
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184

D.C.Law 22-175. Traffic and Parking Ticket Penalty Amendment Act of 2018 (time increased
from thirty to sixty days).
See generally id.
Moyer, supra note 181.
Moyer, supra note 181; see also Fines & Fees Justice Center, D.C. Law 22-175: Traffic and
Parking Ticket Penalty Amendment Act of 2018, (March 21, 2017), https://finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/articles/d-c-law-22-175-traffic-and-parking-ticket-penalty-amendment-act-of-2018/
[https://perma.cc/BB5T-2WT9].
Discriminatory Driver’s License Suspension Schemes, supra note 181 at 10; Beth
Schwartzapfel, 43 States Suspend Licenses for Unpaid Court Debt, But That Could Change,
M arshall P roject, (Nov. 21, 2017), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2017/11/21/43states-suspend-licenses-for-unpaid-court-debt-but-that-could-change [https://perma.cc/6J8BWPUC] (quoting the Office of D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser).
Discriminatory Driver’s License Suspension Schemes, supra note 181 at 10; P ress
R elease, Office of Mayor Muriel Bowser, Mayor Bowser’s Pathways to Work R eentry
Program Hits Milestone of 250 R esidents Helped (Oct. 4, 2018), https://mayor.dc.gov/release/mayor-bowser’s-pathways-work-reentry-program-hits-milestone-250-residents-helped
[https://perma.cc/TJ6K-MC6N].
License R einstatement Diversion Pilot Program, supra note 53.
See https://finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/2018/08/20/washington-dc-license-suspensions/
(“Arresting people too pore to pay […] does nothing to get fines and penalties paid.” “[This
proposal] is likely to boost revenue by eliminating the costs associated with thousands of
needless arrests and prosecutions and by reducing the funds paid by the city over time to
support and assist those who lose their jobs because of license suspensions.”); See also,
A merican Constitution Society, supra, note 180.
See Moyer, supra note 181; Schwartzapfel, supra note 188.
Id.
Durham Driver A mnesty Program, Fines and Fees Justice Ctr., (Nov. 27, 2017), https://
finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/articles/durham-driver-amnesty-program/ [https://perma.
cc/6PMM-Q29G].
Id.
Bloomberg Cities, Putting Ex-Offenders Back in the Driver’s Seat, Medium (Jan. 4, 2018),
https://medium.com/@BloombergCities/putting-ex-offenders-back-in-the-drivers-seate22352a53683 [https://perma.cc/55VY-YZ56].
Id.
Id.
Katie Mgongolwa,, Durham, Let’s Wipe the Slate Clean, H arold Sun (Feb. 17, 2018), https://
www.heraldsun.com/opinion/article200392429.html.
Putting Ex-Offenders Back in the Driver’s Seat, supra note 196.
Putting Ex-Offenders Back in the Driver’s Seat, supra note 196
E.g., John Choi, Karin Sonneman, & James Backstrom, Now is the Time for Minnesota to
End Driver’s License Suspensions for Unpaid Fees, MinnPost (May 7, 2020), https://www.
minnpost.com/community-voices/2020/05/now-is-the-time-for-minnesota-to-end-driverslicense-suspensions-for-unpaid-fees/ (arguing that Minnesota should stop suspending licenses
for indigent drivers and drawing attention to the fact that “In the past two years, Montana,
Texas, Virginia, Mississippi, California, Idaho, Maine, and the District of Columbia have
enacted legislative reforms to tackle debt-based suspension. It appears to be working.”).
Megan Cassidy, Can’t Get Your Phoenix Driver’s License Back Because of Fines? Court
Program Can Help, AZ Central (Jan. 25, 2019), https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/
local/phoenix/2016/01/25/cant-get-your-phoenix-drivers-license-back-because-fines-courtprogram-can-help/79137400/ [https://perma.cc/9K6J-K6D7].
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Id.
See generally H.B. 2014, 86th Leg. Sess. (Tx. 2019)(Texas repeals of the DRP); California
passed its repeal while a suit against the DMV was pending (https://wclp.org/californiastopped-suspending-licenses-for-failures-to-pay-traffic-fines-why-do-some-drivers-whocant-pay-still-have-suspended-licenses/ [https://perma.cc/CHF5-ES5Y])(California repeals
license suspension program).
License R einstatement Diversion Pilot Program, supra note 53 at 1.
Id. at 12.
Id. at 1.
Id. at 4.
Id.
Id. at 18.
Id.
Id. at 20.
Id. at 23
Id.
See N.C. Gen. Stat. Chapter 20: § 20-24.1.
See Mike Maciag, Addicted to Fines: A Special Report, Governing (Aug. 21, 2019), https://
www.governing.com/topics/finance/fine-fee-revenues-special-report.html (highlighting just
how dependent some small towns are on fines and fees to raise revenue).
See Brandon L. Garret, Guest Post: Court Fines and Fees Shouldn’t be Used to Recover Lost
Revenue From Pandemic, Wash. Post (May 12, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/
crime-law/2020/05/12/guest-post-court-fines-fees-shouldnt-be-used-recover-lost-revenuepandemic/ (relaying that when the Durham prosecutor that moved to dismiss thousands of
old cases with unpaid court debt he observed that, in ancient times, “Even tyrant kings would
periodically cancel debts to allow the poor a measure of respite from their harsh conditions.”).
See N.C. Gen. Stat. Chapter 20: § 20-24.1.
Michael Hewlett, Federal Judge Rejects Temporary Block of Law That Allows Suspension
of Driver’s Licenses for Failure to Pay Traffic Tickets, Winston-Salem Journal, (April 13,
2019), https://www.journalnow.com/news/local/federal-judge-rejects-temporary-block-oflaw-that-allows-suspension/article_3ac2c45c-2731-5a13-b34a-bc06420da889.html [https://
perma.cc/9K5B-SCKT].
See Garrett & Crozier, supra note 165.
Brandon L. Garret, Guest Post: Court Fines and Fees Shouldn’t be Used to Recover Lost
Revenue From Pandemic, Wash. Post (May 12, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/
crime-law/2020/05/12/guest-post-court-fines-fees-shouldnt-be-used-recover-lost-revenuepandemic/; Crozier & Garrett, supra note 165 at 1626-28.
See generally Mendoza v. Garrett, 358 F. Supp. 3d 1145 (D. Or. 2018); Fowler, v. Benson 924
F.3d 247 (6th Cir. 2019); Johnson v. Jessup, 381 F. Supp. 3d 619, 646 (M.D.N.C., 2019) appeal
docketed, No. 19-1421 (4th Cir. April 19, 2019).
Jon A. Carnegie, Driver’s License Suspensions, Impacts and Fairness Study: Final
R eport Volume 2: Technical A ppendices PINPOINT? 2007, available at http://vtc.rutgers.
edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/MVC-DL-Susp-Final-Report-Vol2.pdf. https://www.state.
nj.us/transportation/refdata/research/reports/FHWA-NJ-2007-020-V2.pdf[https://perma.cc/
H2AX-5B8F].
Bender, supra note 15; Voorhees, supra note 14.
Elizabeth Kneebone and Natalie Holmes, The Growing Distance Between People and Jobs in
Metropolitan America, Brookings (March 24, 2015), https://www.brookings.edu/research/
the-growing-distance-between-people-and-jobs-in-metropolitan-america/ [https://perma.cc/
P2T7-9K85].
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Joseph Shapiro, How Driver’s License Suspensions Unfairly Target the Poor, NPR (Jan. 5,
2015), https://www.npr.org/2015/01/05/372691918/how-drivers-license-suspensions-unfairlytarget-the-poor [https://perma.cc/6SER-P57Q] (“The most common way that people lose their
driver’s license in Wisconsin is not for drunken driving or other unsafe driving. It’s for failure
to pay the fine on a ticket for a nonmoving traffic offense. Those make up 56 percent of all
license suspensions in the state, according to statistics from the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation.”).
Id.
Id.
Bender, supra note 15.
B ender , supra note 12; see also T he A merican A ssociation of M otor Vehicle
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climate around police divestment happening right now. It’s an inspiring and essential read.
Similarly, in The Wheels on the Bus: The Statutory Schemes that Turn Traffic Tickets
into Financial Crisis, Spencer K. Schneider critiques drivers’ license suspension
regimes, which disproportionately torment and oppress the working poor and have an
immedi-ate impact on their financial stability—with appurtenant shockwave effects
in their communities at large. Schneider convincingly argues that these types of
revocation programs violate several key constitutional rights and he provides numerous
examples of how various municipalities’ have attempted to make improvements to—
or, better yet, outright repeal—such programs. These reforms are an important facet of
any movement towards class and racial equality, starting from one of the most
immediate concerns in our lives: how to get to work. As with Johnson-Long’s article in
this issue, Schneider offers helpful ideas for how we can implement reforms on this
basic, yet essential, issue.
In a time of terrific and necessary social upheaval, these thoughtful articles offer
us hope—and a roadmap to creating progress in our own communities. They reflect
important parts of our fight towards broad social, racial, and economic equality, more
pressing now than ever.
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